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1 Introduction
Modular forms first appeared in the theory of elliptic integrals and quadratic forms
in the nineteenth century. Since then they occupy a central role in number theory
and have numerous applications not only within the scope of number theory, but
also in other fields of mathematics, or even in string theory. A prominent example
is Taylor and Wiles’s proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem.
In the classical sense, modular forms are complex analytical functions f : H “
tz P C | Impzq ą 0u Ñ C with a certain transformation behavior under a subgroup











where χ is a character on Γ and k is the weight of f . Furthermore, we require that
f satisfies the growth condition fpx` iyq ! y´ν ` yν for some fixed ν.
A classic example is the theta series. We consider a positive, integral quadratic
form

















for epxq :“ expp2πixq. Let N denote the level of Q, which is the smallest integer
such that NQ´1 is integral and has even diagonal entries. Then, θpQ, zq is a







P SL2pZq | c ” 0 pmodNq
)
























where rpn,Qq “ tx P Zm | qpxq “ nu counts the number of representations of
n by the quadratic form q. Now, one of the main advantages of modular forms
comes into play. The space of modular forms of given weight k on Γ is finite and
algorithmically computable. In this way, we can approximate θpQ, zq by another,
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well-understood modular form and eventually obtain an asymptotic formula for
rpQ, nq.
The theory of modular forms took a giant leap forward in 1937 when Hecke [25]
introduced averaging operators that give essential arithmetic information on the
underlying modular form. As a consequence, Hecke could interpret the Fourier
coefficients of a SL2pZq cusp form1, that is a simultaneous eigenform of all Hecke
operators, as eigenvalues of these operators. Later, this theory was extended to
Γ0pNq and characters by Atkin and Lehner [3]. For a “Hecke eigenform” of Γ0pNq,
the Dirichlet series Lpf, sq “
ř
ně1 apnqn
´s can be expressed as an Euler product
ź
p
p1´ λppqp´s ` χppqpk´1´2sq (1)
where k is the weight of f and χ its character. Using Mellin inversion, Hecke
proved that Lpf, sq can be continued to a holomorphic function on the whole
complex plane and satisfies a functional equation relating Lpf, sq to Lpg, k ´ sq





. The work of Hecke was later simplified by his student
Petersson who introduced an inner product with respect to which Hecke’s operators
are normal. A direct consequence of this property is the existence of a basis of
Hecke eigenforms for the space of cusp forms.
Around the same time another direction was pursued by Siegel [55]. Inspired
by the quantitative theory of representing quadratic forms by quadratic forms, he
generalized the notion of modular forms to matrices of higher dimension. For two
positive integral quadratic forms in m and n variables given by matrices Q and
2T he studied the number of representations








His starting point was a generalized upper half space
Hn “ tZ “ X ` iY PMnpCq | ZT “ Z, Y ą 0u









, Z P Hn.
Just as its one-dimensional counterpart, it satisfies θpQ,´Z´1q “ pdetQq´1θpQ´1, Zq.
Furthermore, as θpQ,Zq “ θpQ,Z ` Sq for any symmetric, integer n ˆ n matrix





1A cusp form is a modular form that satisfies fpx ` iyq ! y´ k2 for x ` iy P H. In terms of Fourier
expansions this means that the zeroth term ap0q vanishes.
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where Sn denotes all n ˆ n positive semi-definite, half-integer matrices with even
diagonal. With this in mind, Siegel considered holomorphic functions F : Hn Ñ C
that satisfy






in a subgroup Γ of Sp2npZq and a character χ on Γ. Recall that






For n ě 2 such a function is automatically holomorphic at the cusps as shown later
by Koecher [39]. Nowadays, they are called Siegel modular forms and for example,







P Sp2npZq | C ” 0 pmodNq
)







As we have already seen for θpQ,Zq, a Siegel modular form F with respect to
Γpnq0 pNq possesses a Fourier expansion F pZq “
ř
TPSn ApT qeptrTZq. We say that
F is a cusp form, if F vanishes at all cusps. In terms of Fourier expansion, this
implies that the coefficients (at every cusp) vanish unless T is positive definite.
In comparison to classical modular forms, both the theory of Hecke operators and
L-functions become substantially more complex. For n “ 2 there still exists a basis
of Hecke eigenform for the space of cusp forms. However, it is no longer possible
to express every Fourier coefficients in terms of Hecke eigenvalues. In addition,
the Fourier coefficients are attached to matrices instead of integers which makes
embedding them in an L-function cumbersome. As a consequence, L-functions are
defined for n ě 2 as an Euler product rather than a Dirichlet series over Fourier
coefficients.
Nonetheless, the complexity of Hecke relations makes it difficult to define an
L-function using Hecke eigenvalues. A key difference to classical modular forms
is that Hecke operators at primes T ppq are no longer sufficient to generate the
associated Hecke algebra. A solution is to consider Satake parameters instead.
These are tuples of n ` 1 complex numbers that are constructed using informa-
tion about the Hecke algebra and are closely connected to the roots of the Hecke
polynomial. For n “ 1, let β0,p, β1,p denote the roots of the Hecke polynomial
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1 ´ λppqX ` χppqpk´1X2, cf. (1). Then, the Satake parameters pα0,p, α1,pq are




We generalize the concept above to a Hecke eigenform F (of level 1) with Satake
parameters pα0,p, . . . , αn`1,pq by setting









p1´ α0,pαi1,p . . . αir,pp´sq´1.
This function is holomorphic for Repsq sufficiently large and is called the spinor
L-function. For n “ 2 Andrianov [1] showed that Lps, F q can be meromorphically
continued to the entire complex plane and proved a functional equation relating
Lps, F q to Lp1´ s, F q.
To evaluate L-functions, a standard technique is to consider families of L-
functions and obtain statistical results on average. This way, many problems
can be treated that are out of reach when specializing to a single L.function. A
classic example for such a family is the set of characters for a given modulus. This
approach enabled Dirichlet to link the problem of counting primes in arithmetic
progression to L-functions of Dirichlet characters. By Lp1, χq ą 0 for non-trivial χ,
it follows that there are infinitely many primes of the form a` nd with pa, dq “ 1.
More generally, the existence of a zero-free region of Lps, χq allows us to estimate
the distribution of primes and a larger width of the zero-free region implies more
accurate results.
To study L-functions of modular forms on average, the usual approach is to
sum over a suitable base of the underlying space of cusp forms and consider the
first and second moment on the critical line. For the spinor L-function of degree
two, these moments have been computed by Blomer [6] via a spectral summation
formula in the case of large weight. For this purpose, the moments are twisted
by a harmonic weight that - by a recent breakthrough - itself is the product of
two central L-values. Thus, Blomer actually evaluates a fourth moment. As an
application, various non-vanishing results for central L-values follow.
This dissertation focuses on the level aspect of Siegel modular forms of degree
two with respect to Γp2q0 pNq. In the first part we compute a second moment of the
spinor L-function for large prime levels. In the second part, we prove an asymptotic
formula for the Fourier coefficients rpQ, T q of the Siegel theta series for squarefree
level. As a byproduct, we improve previous results for the Fourier coefficients
rpQ, nq of the classical theta series. All estimates are uniform in the level N ,
meaning that, for every term, we meticulously keep track of the dependence on N .
Before we go into detail on the specific problems, we present an application that
shows the benefit of uniform bounds in the level. It is conjectured that every
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natural number n ” 3 pmod 8q, 5 - n is the sum of three squares of primes. By
current methods this problem is out of reach, but results can be obtained for almost
primes, cf. [5, Section 3.1] and [7]. The main tool is a powerful sieve that filters
out the small primes. The implementation of this sieve requires a good estimate
on the number of representations of n “ x21 ` x22 ` x23 with xj divisible by a not
too large squarefree number. More precisely, we need an asymptotic formula for












that is uniform with respect to the coefficients di, or in other words, the level of
the quadratic form d21x21 ` d22x22 ` d23x23. Altogether, this approach from Blomer
and Brüdern yields that every n satisfying the congruence conditions above is
represented by three squares of almost primes. To the authors’ knowledge, the
best result so far is the representation by almost primes that each have at most
106 prime divisors, cf. [13].
1.1 Moments of Spinor L-functions
For the analytical theory of modular forms on congruence subgroups in GL2pZq,
spectral summation formulas such as the Petersson formula are a basic tool. A
primary component is a sum over Kloosterman sums and many applications rely on
a careful estimation of the latter. For Siegel cusp forms, Kitaoka [30] introduced an
analogue to Petersson’s formula that was extended in [15] to include congruence
subgroups. In this case, however, the off-diagonal terms are very complex and
contain generalized Kloosterman sums that run over matrices in Sp4pZq. So far,
the literature on these sums is limited.
The aim of this part is to evaluate spectral averages of second moments of
spinor L-functions for Siegel congruence groups of large prime level by means of
the Kitaoka-Petersson formula. The core of this computation is the manipulation
of symplectic Kloosterman sums which may be of independent interest.
To state our results, we fix some notation. Let Sp2qk pNq denote the space of
Siegel cusp forms on Γp2q0 pNq of weight k. For F,G P S
p2q
k pNq, we define the




F pZqGpZq pdetY qk dXdY
pdetY q3 . (3)









with Fourier coefficients aF pT q, where S is the set of symmetric, positive definite,
half integral matrices T with integral diagonal entries. We choose an orthogonal
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basis Bp2qk pNqnew of newforms in the sense of [49] in S
p2q
k pNq such that the adeliza-
tion of each element generates an irreducible representation and for each prime
p | N , F is an eigenfunction of the T2ppq operator, cf. (14).
In the following, N is prime and N ” 3 pmod 4q.2 For F P Bp2qk pNqnew of even
weight k, we let Lps, F q denote the spinor L-function, normalized so that its critical








where I is the 2ˆ2 identity matrix. These “harmonic” weights appear naturally in
the Kitaoka-Petersson formula. Due to the non-normalization of the inner product
they implicitly contain a factor of rSp4pZq : Γ0pNqs — N3 in the denominator. On






wF,N “ 1`OpN´1k´2{3q. (6)
In addition, the weights wF,N are related to central values of L-functions. This
remarkable conjecture is due to Böcherer and was recently proven in [20, Theorem
2 & Remark 6]. Let Sp2qk pNqnew,T denote the space of newforms orthogonal to
Saito-Kurokawa lifts. For F P Sp2qk pNqnew,T that satisfy wF,N ‰ 0, we have by [17,
Theorem 1.12] that
wF,N “ c
Lp1{2, F qLp1{2, F ˆ χ´4q
N3Lp1, πF ,Adq
, (7)
where Lps, πF ,Adq denotes the degree 10 adjoint L-function and c is an explicit
constant depending on F , see Lemma 8.
Let q1, q2 be two fixed coprime fundamental discriminants (possibly 1) and de-












wF,N Lp1{2, F ˆ χq1qLp1{2, F ˆ χq2q “ main term`Oq1,q2,kpN´α`εq,
(8)
where the main term is the residue at s “ t “ 0 of the expression (53) and α “ 12
for k ě 20 and α “ k´9





2The assumptions N ” 3 pmod 4q is required for local non-archimedean computations in [17] and Section
2.2. The cited results from [17] hold for squarefree N with prime divisors p ” 3 pmod 4q.
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for a certain monic polynomial P1 of degree 3 depending on k.
If q1, q2 P t1,´4u, the main term equals
2Lp1, χ´4q2P2plogNq (10)
for a certain monic polynomial P2 of degree 2 depending on q1, q2 and k.
If q1, q2 are two coprime integers different from 1 and -4, the main term equals
4Lp1, χq1qLp1, χ´4q1qLp1, χq2qLp1, χ´4q2qLp1, χq1q2q. (11)
In view of Böcherer’s conjecture, Theorem 1 even evaluates a fourth moment of
central values and a degree 16 L-function.
For large weights and the full modular group, i.e. N “ 1, Blomer [6] shows a very
similar result and the proof of Theorem 1 is based on his work. While obtaining
a uniform estimate in weight k and level N is principally possible, this requires
however a Petersson formula for newforms. In the GLp2q case, such a formula
is well-known and derived by first constructing an explicit orthogonal basis of
oldforms and then, applying Möbius inversion to sieve these forms out, cf. [42].
The main difficulty of proving Theorem 1 is treating the off-diagonal contribu-
tion in the Kitaoka-Petersson formula. This term is a sum over Bessel functions
and symplectic Kloosterman sums whose “moduli” run over integral 2-by-2 ma-
trices with all entries divisible by N . Consequently, we decompose each Klooster-
man sum into two parts, separating a Kloosterman sum of modulus N I that is
straightforward to handle. After applying Poisson summation, we see that the
sum vanishes unless a specific congruence condition is fulfilled. In this way, only
matrices in GO2pZq “ Rą0 ¨ Op2q X Mat2pZq survive as possible moduli for the
remaining Kloosterman sums. This corresponds to the case of large weight in [6]
and the remaining term can be computed in exactly the same way. In contrast
to Blomer, who uses special features of Bessel functions, we manipulate symplec-
tic exponential sums and evaluate congruences. Hence, this work can be seen
as a non-archimedean version of [6], where the analysis of oscillatory integrals is
replaced - in disguise - by its p-adic analogue.
The contribution of Saito-Kurokawa lifts to the left hand side of (8) is very
small. If f is the elliptic modular newform corresponding to the lift F , then wF,N
is related to central L-values of f , i.e. by [17, Theorem 3.12] we have that
wF,N “
3 p2πq7Γp2k ´ 4q
N3 Γp2k ´ 1q
Lp1{2, f ˆ χ´4q
Lp3{2, fqLp1, f,Adq . (12)
Applying simply the convexity bound for central L-values, we see that the contri-
bution of the OpNq Saito-Kurokawa lifts is OpN´5{4`εq.
Let Bp2qk pNqnew,T denote a basis of S
p2q
k pNq
new,T with the same properties as in
Theorem 1. By applying (6), Cauchy-Schwarz and (10), we get:3
3We use the superscript T for the space orthogonal to Saito-Kurokawa lifts since conjecturally the
associated local representations are tempered everywhere.
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new,T satisfy wF,N ‰ 0 and thus Lp1{2, F qLp1{2, F ˆ χ´4q ‰ 0.
Moreover, we get the following quadruple non-vanishing result:
Corollary 3. Let q1 and q2 be any two coprime fundamental discriminants and
let N be sufficiently large. Then, there exists F P Sp2qk pNqnew,T such that
Lp1{2, F qLp1{2, F ˆ χ´4qLp1{2, F ˆ χq1qLp1{2, F ˆ χq2q ‰ 0.
1.2 Representation of integers by quadratic forms
A positive integral mˆm matrix Q with even diagonal entries gives rise to a
quadratic form qpxq “ 12x
TQx. It is one of the classical tasks of number theory
to study which numbers n are represented by q or more precisely to count the
number of solutions
rpq, nq :“ #tx P Zm | qpxq “ nu.
The first general result is due to Tartakowsky [58] who showed in 1929 by means
of the Hardy-Littlewood method for m ě 5 that rpq, nq ě 1 if n is sufficiently large
and locally represented by q meaning that for all primes p there exists a p-adic
solution xp P pZpqm of n “ qpxpq.
For m “ 4 the situation becomes more subtle. Even though x2` y2` 7z2` 7w2
represents every n locally, it fails over the integers to represent numbers of the form
372k for k P Z. To eliminate this case, Tartakowsky makes the stronger assumption
that n is primitively locally represented by q which means that there is a p-adic
solution xp of qpxpq “ n for all primes such that at least one entry of xp is a unit
in Zp. With this condition, he manages to extend his result to m “ 4.
In the work of Tartakowsky the lower bound for n is not made effective and
it is not clear how it depends on Q. Especially the latter is important for many
applications. The first finding in this direction is due to Watson [62] who shows







m 5 ď m ď 9,
pdetQq1`ε m ě 10.
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By choosing another analytical approach, Hsia and Icaza [26] obtain an effec-




m which improves the exponent of Watson
if m “ 5, 6. Furthermore, Browning and Dietmann [12] improve the exponent in
the cases 7 ď m ď 9 by applying a modern version of the Hardy-Littlewood circle
method, cf. [12, Table 1].
To address the case m “ 4, Browing and Dietmann make the assumption that
for all primes p and k P Z there exists x P Z4 such that
1
2x
TQx ” n pmod pkq and Qx ı 0 pmod pτ q (SLC)
where τ “ 1 if p is odd and τ “ 3 for p “ 2. If this strong local solubil-
ity condition (SLC) holds, they obtain a lower bound of size pdetQq2hpQq8`ε
where hpQq is the size of the largest coefficient (in absolute values) which sat-
isfies pdetQq 14 ď hpQq ď detQ.
A much broader array of results for m “ 4 is obtained via the theory of modular
forms and theta series by Rouse [45]. Let N denote the level of Q. Rouse shows
that rpq, nq ě 1 if n is locally represented by q and
• n " pN 32 pdetQq 54 `N2 detQqN ε and pn,Nq “ 1,
• n " pN 54 pdetQq 54 `N3 detQqN ε and n satisfies (SLC),
• n " pN 52 pdetQq 94 `N3 detQ2qN ε and n primitively locally represented.
In this thesis, we refine Rouse’s approach and extend it to m ě 5. The key
difference is our estimation of the Petersson inner product of the cuspidal part of
the theta series. By rather elementary methods that are based on [4], we obtain a
considerable sharper bound than [45, Theorem 3].
For a diagonal form q we let a denote the product of its two largest coefficients.
For all other forms, we set a “ pdetQq 2m .
Theorem 4. Let qpxq “ xTQx denote a positive, integral quadratic form in m ě 4
variables. Then, n is represented by q provided that n is locally represented by q
and that











• m “ 4, n satisfies (SLC) and














where N “ Ñ l2 with Ñ squarefree.























for any δ ą 0 with pdetQqδ ď
ś
p|detQpp
2, detQq. If n satisfies (SLC), we
can drop the minimum term.
Note that (SLC) is satisfied for all n if N “ pr11 . . . p
rj
s and pm`rj´4j - detQ. The
bounds in Theorem 4 are not only an improvement in the case of m “ 4 but also
for larger m. For example, for m “ 6 and arbitrary n we obtain the condition
n " N
5
3 minpN 43 , pdetQq 23´δq ` pdetQq 43 .
In general Theorem 4 is favorable in comparison to previous results in those cases
where the determinant is relative large compared to the level or where (SLC) is
satisfied.
Next, let us outline the proof of Theorem 4. Some of the interim findings are of
independent interest and have applications in other areas. Following a standard
approach due to Siegel, we approximate the theta series by an average over the
different classes in the genus of Q. The difference is a cusp form and we write
θpQ, zq “ θpgenQ, zq ` fpzq. On the level of Fourier coefficients, this corresponds
to
rpQ, nq “ rpgenQ, nq ` apnq.
By Siegel’s Hauptsatz we have that
















m P pZ{paZqm |
1
2m
TQm ” nmod pa
)
.
To evaluate the p-adic densities, we follow the work of [24] and [45]. If n is





















if m ě 5,
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where N “ Ñ l2 with Ñ squarefree. To bound the Fourier coefficients of the
cusp form fpzq “
ř
ně1 apnqepnzq we apply either the Petersson formula, cf. [27,






2 minpN 12 , 1` n 14 pn,Nq 14N´ 12 qpnNqε





By refining a proof of Blomer [4], we obtain:












As before, a is the product of the two largest coefficients if q is diagonal and
pdetQq 2m in general.
Bounds of the cuspidal part of the theta series are useful in different contexts,
see for example [5], [21] or [47].
1.3 Representation of binary quadratic forms by quadratic forms
The representation of integers by quadratic forms is in fact a special instance of
a more general representation problem. For two integral, positive quadratic forms
in m and n variables given by Q and 2T we study



















together with θpgenQ,Zq the corresponding weighted average over the genus.
These are both Siegel modular forms with respect to Γp2q0 pNq and the quadratic
character (2). The crux of the matter is, however, that θpQ,Zq ´ θpgenQ,Zq
vanishes only at zero-dimensional cusps and in general not at higher-dimensional
cusps. This complicates the computation of the error term considerably.
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The first result for n ą 1 is due to Raghavan [44] who showed for m ě 2n ` 3
and minT " pdetT q 1n that
rpQ, T q “ rpgenQ, T q `O
´
pdetT qm´n´12 pminT q2n`2´m4
¯
where minT “ min xTTx for 0 ‰ x P Zm. The idea of proof is to express the




where Z “ X ` iT´1 runs over a cube E of side length 1 with one corner in iT´1.
The computation is based on a generalized Farey dissection that was introduced
by Siegel in [56, Section 8-9].
The Fourier coefficients of θpgenQ,Zq are evaluated by Siegel’s Hauptsatz:













For m ě 2n ` 3 Kitaoka [29] showed that
ś
p δppQ, T q is bounded from below by
a constant depending only on N . This gives an asymptotic formula for rpQ, T q if
minT " pdetT q 1n . However, latter condition is quite restrictive, as Minkowski’s
reduction theory already implies that minT ! pdetT q 1n .
Furthermore, Kitoka [29] refined Raghavan’s method and managed for n “ 2 to
get rid of the dependence on T of the lower bound of minT . In addition, Kitaoka
[33] extended the result to m “ 6 if n “ 2 and stated an asymptotic formula for
rpQ, tT0q if pt, Nq “ 1, tÑ 8 and tT0 is locally represented by Q.
For even m ą 4n ` 4 another approach is to decompose θpQ,Zq ´ θpgenQ,Zq
into a sum of Klingen-Eisenstein series and cusp forms of weight k “ m2 . The
former arise as lift of cusp forms of lower degree and converge for k ě 2n ` 2.
Their Fourier coefficients were treated in detail by Kitaoka [31] who proved for
even k and T ą 0 that they are bounded by
pdetT qk´ 32 pminT q 1´k2 .
Naturally, the Fourier coefficients of Siegel modular forms grow more slowly and
are bounded by OpdetT q k2´ 12n . By rpgenQ, nq "N pdetT qk´
3
2 this gives an asymp-
totic formula for rpQ, T q if minT goes to infinity and m ě 4n` 4.
Recently, Ellenberg and Venkatesh [18] achieved a breakthrough by applying
ergodic methods and obtained results even for the case that m ě n ` 3. These
findings are conditional, among other things, on the existence of primitive local
solutions and that T has a sufficiently large minimum and squarefree determi-
nant. However, at present, this approach neither gives an effective bound on the
sufficiently large minimum nor an asymptotic formula for rpQ, T q, cf [53].
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None of these findings give an efficient lower bound for minT and detT . For
applications, it is particularly useful to know how the implied constant depends
on Q. The aim of this thesis is to present an answer for the case n “ 2, even
m ě 12 and squarefree level. Therefore, we follow Kitaoka’s strategy of decom-
posing θpQ,Zq ´ θpgenQ,Zq into a sum of Klingen-Eisenstein series and cusp
forms. This involves the following steps:
• The principal task is to obtain uniform bounds in the level for Fourier coeffi-
cients of Klingen-Eisenstein series. Therefore, we modify Kitaoka’s approach
for the principal congruence subgroup [34] appropriately. This even yields an
explicit formula.
• Furthermore, we compute the Petersson inner product of the cuspidal part
of the Siegel theta series of degree two.
• To bound the coefficients of the genus theta series from below, we rely on the
work of [63] and [24] on the evaluation of p-adic densities.
For simplicity we assume that Klingen-Eisenstein series and cusp form transform
with respect to the trivial character. By the transformation behavior of the theta
series this implies that detQ is a square. Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to the
case of prime level through most of the work. However, similar results hold for
squarefree level, cf. Theorem 74, and Section 4.4 contains a sketch of proof.
Theorem 6. Let m ě 12 with 4 | m. Consider a positive, integral mˆm matrix Q
of odd prime level N such that detQ is a square. A binary quadratic form T ą 0




















As before, a is the product of the two largest coefficients of q if q is diagonal and
a “ pdetQq 2m otherwise.
Remark. If pdetT,Nq “ 1 we may drop the requirement that Nm´4 - detQ,





The condition concerning the minimum of T coincides with our results for the

















entry of (13) implies that






is soluble in x P Zm for any coprime choice of w1, w3. Hence, in particular minT
is represented by Q and applying Theorem 4 gives the first line of Theorem 6.
Lastly, we outline the proof of Theorem 6. As N is prime, there are only two














for f1, f2 P SkpNq and P pNq “ tM P Γp2q0 pNq |λpMq “ p0, 0, 0, ˚qu, where λpMq
denotes the bottom row of a matrix. This gives a decomposition
θpQ,Zq “ θpgenQ,Zq ` Epf1, Zq ` ENpf2, Zq `GpZq
for a cusp form S. An application of the Siegel Φ-operator yields that
f1pzq “ θpQ, zq ´ θpgenQ, zq and f2pzq “
Nk
detQpθpNQ
´1, zq ´ θpgenNQ´1, zqq.
By finding a suitable decomposition of P pNqzΓp2q0 pNq and P pNqzΓ
p2q
0 pNqJ4, we
determine explicit formulas for the Fourier coefficients ApT q, BpT q of Epf1, Zq
and ENpf2, Zq at T ą 0, cf. Theorem 52 and 53. As a result, we obtain that
ApT q ! pdetT qk´ 32N´k` 32
ÿ
pw1,w3q“1
t1´kw paptwqpN, T q
1
2 ` bptwqqδN |tw










P S , tw “ w
2




and apnq, bpnq are the Fourier coefficients of f1 and f2. Interestingly, the bound
for ENpf2, Zq reflects the one-dimensional problem. More precisely, BpT q is dom-
inated by rpgenQ, T q if and only if aptwq is dominated by rpgenQ, twq for all
pw1, w2q “ 1 (assuming a lower bound of similar size for the p-adic densities).
To treat the Fourier coefficients of the Siegel cusp form, we apply Kitaoka’s
equivalent of the Petersson formula, cf. [15, Theorem 1.3]. This gives
SpT q ! ‖G‖pN´
1
2 pdetT q k2´ 14 ` 1q
where ‖G‖ “
a
xG,Gy is induced by the Petersson inner product, cf. (3). A rather





For the p-adic densities





TQX ” T pmod psqu
we apply Yang’s formula, [63], for odd primes which gives βppQ, T q " 1 if either
p2k´4 - detQ or pdetT, pq “ 1. To compute the 2-adic densities, we show how to
lift certain solutions modulo 8 and obtain β2pT, pq " 1 if 2m´8 - detQ.
Notation and conventions. For an L-function Lpsq “
ś
p Fppp
´sq, we set LN “
ś
p-N Fppp
´sq. Furthermore, we set ` :“ k ´ 3{2. We use the usual ε-convention
and all implied constants may depend on ε. A term is negligible, if it is of size
OpN´100q. By r¨, ¨s, p¨, ¨q we refer to the least common multiple respectively the
greatest common divisor of two integers. Furthermore, we let In denote the identity
matrix of dimension n. To hold notation simple, we often omit the subscript when
referring to 2ˆ 2 matrices, e.g. we write I instead of I2.
Moreover, we writeMn,mpRq for the space of nˆmmatrices with entries in R and
PnpRq for the space of symmetric nˆ n matrices with entries in R. Furthermore,
we denote all positive semi-definite half-integer nˆnmatrices with diagonal entries
by Sn and the subset that is positive definite by Sn.
2 Moments of Spinor L-Functions
The aim of the following section is to compute a fourth moment of the spinor
L-function in the level aspect. This part was published by the author in the
Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, cf. [60].
We commence by reviewing the old- and newform theory for Siegel modular
forms distinguishing between generic forms and Saito-Kurokawa lifts. The adelic
framework and its associated representation theory allow us to construct specific
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bases of the new- and oldspace. Then, we focus on analytic properties of the spinor
L-function. A major difficulty - estimating Satake parameter at ramified primes
- is overcome by transferring cuspidal automorphic forms of GSp4 to GL4. Next,
we introduce the principal tool for our estimate - the Kitaoka-Petersson formula.
To treat the off diagonal terms in this spectral summation formula, we present
estimates of sums over symplectic Koosterman sums. Finally, we conclude with
the proof of Theorem 1.
A short review of the most important properties of Siegel modular forms and
some basic definitions can be found in the beginning of Section 4.
2.1 Representations, Newform Theory and Saito-Kurokawa Lifts
Let N be a squarefree integer with prime divisors p ” 3 pmod 4q. To define the
oldspace, we introduce four endomorphisms T0ppq, T1ppq, T2ppq, T3ppq of Sp2qk pNq.
The operator T0ppq is simply the identity, while T1ppq is the Atkin-Lehner invo-
lution that acts on F P Sp2qk pNp´1q Ă S
p2q
k pNq by pT1ppqF qpZq “ pkF ppZq. The




aF ppT qpdet pT qk{2´3{4eptrpTZqq, (14)
and T3ppq “ T1ppq ˝T2ppq, cf. [49]. We define the oldspace Sp2qk pNqold in S
p2q
k pNq as





q, i “ 0, 1, 2, 3, p | N,
and the newspace as the orthogonal complement of Sp2qk pNqold inside S
p2q
k pNq with
respect to (3). Furthermore, the space Sp2qk pNq contains a subspace of lifts from




SK. This gives us the following orthogonal decompositions:
S
p2q
























A principal tool in the newform theory is the correspondence between Siegel cusp
forms of degree two and automorphic representations on GSpp4q, To simplify no-














p|N P1ppq. By strong approximation forG we may
write an element g P GpAq as g “ gQg8kf with gQ P GpQq, g8 P GpRq`, kf P K0pNq.
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Let Z denote the center of G. For F P Sp2qk pNq, we denote the adelization of F to
be the function on ZpAqGpQqzGpAq defined by
ΦF pgq “ µpg8qkjpg8, iI2q´kF pg8piI2qq,
where jpg, Zq “ detpCZ`Dq for g “ p A BC D q. Since GpQqXGpRq`K0pNq “ Γ0pNq,







we get a Hilbert space L2pGpQqzGpAq. This space contains a closed subspace





for each g P GpAq and each unipotent radical N of each proper parabolic subgroup
of G. The map ψ : F Ñ θF is an injection from SkpNq into L20pGpQqzGpAq. We
denote the image by Vk and note that SkpNq Ñ Vk is an isometry, normalized by
xF, F y
volpSpp4,ZqzH2q
“ xΦF ,ΦF y.
Furthermore, every Φ P Vk satisfies Φpgkfq “ Φpgq for kf P K0pNq. We let GpAq act
on Φ P L20pGpQqzGpAq by Φpgq Ñ Φpghq for h P GpAq. Under this action, the space
L20pGpQqzGpAq decomposes into irreducible subspaces. We denote an irreducible
cuspidal representation of GpAq to be an irreducible subspace of L20pGpQqzGpAq.





where Vkpπq is the subspace of Vk composed of all elements that generate π and
S is the set of irreducible admissible representations π of GpAq with Vkpπq ‰ H.
Via the inverse of the adelization map, any basis of Vk corresponds to a basis of
S
p2q
k pNq. Hence, there is a basis of S
p2q
k pNq such that every element is associated
to an irreducible representation. These forms are automatically Hecke eigenforms
at all places p - N . Furthermore, two elements are orthogonal to each other if
the associated representations differ. From now on, we only consider forms that
correspond to irreducible representations.
An irreducible cuspidal representation π of GpAq is factorizable; so there exist
irreducible unitary, admissible representations πv of GpQvq such that
π » b1vπv,
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with Vkpπvq Ď πv. We call φp P πp spherical if φppgkq “ φppgq for k P GpZpq. At
unramified primes pp - Nq and for v “ 8, Vkpπvq is one-dimensional and contains
the unique (up to multiples) spherical vector in πp, respectively the unique lowest-
weight vector in π8. For ramified primes Vkpπpq is given by πP1ppqp , meaning that
Vkpπpq contains all P1ppq fixed vectors in πp.
In the following, we study the local spaces πP1ppqp for p | N in order to obtain an
orthogonal basis for Vkpπq. A principal tool for this purpose is the categorization
of possible local representations πp into different types, cf. for example [49, Table
1]. The underlying idea is to determine explicit, orthogonal bases for each type
with respect to a suitable inner product. Then, Φ1 “ b1vφ1,v,Φ2 “ b1vφ2,v P Vkpπq
are orthogonal, if for one place p the local vectors φ1,p, φ2,p P Vkpπpq are orthogonal.
The forms that generate the same representation π are all part of the same







new, SK or Sp2qk pNqold, SK. The correspondence is determined by the local
representation types of π. More precisely, a form F P Sp2qk pNq is a newform if and
only if πF,p is non-spherical (meaning that πF,p does not contain a spherical vector)
at all primes p | N . If F P Sp2qk pNqT then πF,p is a tempered type I representation
(meaning that all characters are unitary) whenever πF,p is spherical and otherwise




SK then πF,p is type IIb whenever it is spherical, and otherwise of type
VIb; cf. [17, §3].
If we take a basis of Sp2qk pNq as above and single out the forms with tempered
type I for p - N and non-spherical πF,p for p | N , we obtain a basis of Sp2qk pNqnew,T .
By manipulating this basis locally, we can assume orthogonality and that every
element is an eigenform of the T2ppq operator for all p | N . The latter holds
if the corresponding local vectors φp P πP1ppqp are eigenforms of a certain local
endomorphism T1,0 at places p | N . (For the definition of T1,0 see [17, p. 276].)
If πp is of type IIa, Vb/c, VI there is a unique (up to multiples) P1ppq-invariant
vector φp in πp that is obviously an eigenform of T1,0. For type IIIa, the local space
has dimension two and Dickson et al, [17, §2.4], work out how to construct two
orthogonal local vectors that are both eigenforms of the T1,0 operator.
For F P Sp2qk pNqold,T, there is at least one prime p | N for which πF,p is of
tempered type I, i.e. πF,p » χ1 ˆ χ2 ¸ σ with χ1, χ2, σ unitary. To determine a
basis for the P1ppq fixed subspace of πF,p, we follow [49, §2]. First one determines







˚ 0 ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
0 0 ˚ ˚





is the Iwahori-subgroup. Let W denote the 8-element Weyl group with generators
s1, s2, cf. [49, §1.3], and for w P W set fwpwq “ 1 and fwpw1q “ 0 for w1 P W,w1 ‰
w. Then, a basis for the I-fixed subspace is given by
fe, f1, f2, f21, f121, f12, f1212, f212 (16)






since the fi are supported on disjoint cosets. A basis for the P1ppq fixed subspace
is then given by
φ1,p “ fe ` f1, φ2,p “ f2 ` f21, φ3,p “ f121 ` f12, φ4,p “ f1212 ` f212. (18)
To construct an orthogonal bases of Sp2qk pNqT, cf. [17, §3], we introduce a linear
map from Sp2qk peqnew,T to S
p2q
k pabcdeq
T, where a, b, c, d, e denote pairwise coprime,
squarefree integers. This map acts on newforms F P Sp2qk peqT in the following way:
we factor the corresponding automorphic form φF “ φSbp-eφp, where S denotes the
places dividing e. Then, for p | abcd, φp is a spherical vector in a type I represen-
tation and we have an orthogonal decomposition of φp “ φp,1 ` φp,2 ` φp,3 ` φp,4





















φp if p - abcd,
φp,1 if p | a,
φp,2 if p | b,
φp,3 if p | c,
φp,4 if p | d.

















For e ‰ N , the right hand side is precisely Sp2qk pNqold,T.
Similarly, we construct a basis of Sp2qk pNqSK. For this purpose, we introduce a
representation theoretic analogue to the Saito-Kurokawa lifting. Consider an irre-
ducible cuspidal automorphic representation π0 of PGLp2,Aq that corresponds to a
form f P Sp1q2k´2pNqnew. Furthermore, let πN denote the non-cuspidal automorphic
representation of PGLp2,Aq such that πN,v is the trivial representation if v - N and
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the Steinberg representation if v | N . Then, [51] introduces a functorial transfer
Π from PGL2ˆPGL2 to PGSp4 such that SKpπ0q :“ Πpπ0ˆπNq is an irreducible
cuspidal automorphic representation. Furthermore, σ P Vk that generates SKpπ0q
is unique (up to multiples) and the corresponding cusp form coincides with the
classical Saito-Kurokawa lift of f .
To obtain a basis of Sp2qk pNqnew,SK with associated representations SKpπ0q, we
simply choose a basis of Sp1q2k´2pNqnew such that the adelization of each element
generates an irreducible representation π0 and apply the lifting from above. If π0,p
is spherical, then π0,p “ πpχ, χ´1q is a principal series representation of PGLp2,Qpq
and by [50, §7] we have that SKpπ0qp “ χ1GL2 ¸ χ´1, i.e. is of type IIb with
σ “ χ´1. An orthogonal basis for the P1ppq fixed subspace of this representation
is given in [43]:
φ̃p,1 “ fe ` f1, φ̃p,2 “ f2 ` f21 ` f121 ` f12 φ̃p,3 “ f1212 ` f212 (20)
with fi as in (16).
Let r, s, t,m denote pairwise coprime, squarefree integers. Take F P Sp2qk pmqnew,SK
with associated representation SKpπ0q and factorize φF “ φSˆb1p-vφp. For p | rst,
φp is a spherical vector in a type IIb representation as above and we have an or-

















φp if p - rst,
φ̃p,1 if p | r,
φ̃p,2 if p | s,
φ̃p,3 if p | t.
Then, δ̃r,s,t is a mapping from Sp2qk pmqnew,SK to S
p2q
k prstmq


















For m ‰ N , the right hand side is Sp2qk pNqold,SK .
In the following section, we compute Böcherer’s relation for members of these
bases, (19) and (21).
2.2 The Spinor L-Function and Böcherer’s conjecture for oldforms
As in the previous section, we assume that F P Sp2qk pNqnew generates an irreducible
representation and is an eigenform of T2ppq if it is not a Saito-Kurokawa lift. The
former implies that F is an eigenform of the Hecke algebra for all p - N . Let
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αp, βp, γp denote the Satake parameter of F . Then, we define the local spin L-
factors at p - N by














for <s sufficiently large. Furthermore, we set L8 “ ΓCps ` 1{2qΓCps ` k ´ 3{2q,
where ΓCpsq “ 2p2πq´sΓpsq. For F P Sp2qk pNqnew,T, we only consider F that satisfy
wF,N ‰ 0. (In this case the forms F have a corresponding Bessel model.) This
implies that for p | N , the type of πF,N is either IIIa or VIb. To distinguish these
two cases, we consider the eigenvalues µp under the T2ppq operator. If µp “ ˘p,
then F is of type VIb. As in [51], we set for p | N
Lpps, F q
´1
“ p1´ µpp´3{2´sqp1´ µ´1p p1{2´sq for µp ‰ ˘p pπF,p of type IIIaq,
Lpps, F q
´1
“ p1´ µpp´3{2´sq2 otherwise pπF,p of type VIbq.
Then, the completed L-function Λps, F q “
ś
pY8 Lpps, F q has meromorphic con-
tinuation to the whole complex plane and satisfies the functional equation
Λps, F q “ N1´2sΛp1´ s, F q. (22)
However, this result is conditional on a nice L-function theory for GSp4 as in
[49, 3.14]. The associated representation to F P Sp2qk pNqnew,T is cuspidal and non-
CAP4 and thus not in one of the classes (Q),(P) and (B) in the notion of [52]. For
representations belonging to the other two possible classes, (G) and (Y), a nice
L-function theory is known, cf. [52, Lemma 1.2 and 1.3].
In a standard way [27, Theorem 5.3], we get the following approximate function











where Lps, F q “
ś














By shifting the contour, we see immediately that the integral satisfies for all A ą 0
the bound
W pxq !A p1` xq´A. (24)
4A representation of GpAq is said to be CAP if it is nearly equivalent to a global induced representation
of a proper parabolic subgroup of GpAq and otherwise non-CAP. In our setting, F is a Saito-Kurokawa
lift if and only if the associated representation is CAP.
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A key role plays the following formula from Andrianov
LNps, F ˆ χqqaF pIq “ L
N







cf. [1, Theorem 4.3.16] with l “ a “ 1, η “ χ “ trivial. We denote by






the Dirichlet coefficients of Lps` 1{2, χqqLps` 1{2, χ´4qq. For q “ 1, the latter is
the Dedekind zeta function ζQpiqps` 1{2q.
For f P S2k´2pNq with L-function Lps, fq, the partial L-function of the corre-
sponding Saito-Kurokawa lift F is given by, cf. [41],
LNps, F q “ ζNps´ 1{2qζNps` 1{2qLNps, fq. (27)
At primes p | N , we define the local spin L-factors for F P Sp2qk pNqnew,SK as in [11].
Let F P Sp2qk pNq be an eigenform of the Hecke algebra at all p - N with eigenval-
ues λppk´3{2. Then, the eigenvalues satisfy λp — p
1
2 if F is a Saito-Kurokawa lift,
and due to Weissauer λp ! pε otherwise. Furthermore, it holds by [61, Theorem
1.1] that aF pmpIq “ λpapmIq ` |apmIq|Opp´1{2q, where the Fourier coefficients
aF pmIq are normalized as in (4). It follows for pm,Nq “ 1 that
aF pmIq ! m
εaF pIq for F P Sp2qk pNqT,
aF pmIq ! m
1{2aF pIq for F P Sp2qk pNqSK.
(28)
For the proof of Theorem 1, we need to bound the coefficients AF ppq of the spinor
L-function at ramified primes p:5
Lemma 7. Let F P Sp2qk pNqnew,T with aF pIq ‰ 0. Then, it holds for p | N that
|AF ppq| ! p´1{11.
Proof. Since aF pIq ‰ 0, we know that πF,p is of type IIIa or VIb. For latter we
directly see |AF ppq| ! p´
1
2 . For type IIIa, πF,p “ χ ¸ σ StGSpp2q, where χ, σ are
unramified characters of Qˆp with χσ2 “ 1 and StGSpp2q is the Steinberg represen-




“ p1´ σpωqp´1{2´sqp1´ σχpωqp´1{2´sq. (29)
5The argument presented in this lemma was communicated to the author by Ralf Schmidt.
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The key to bound σpωq, σχpωq is to transfer πF to a cuspidal automorphic rep-
resentation of GLp4,Aq. For representations in the general class (G) in the notion
of [52] such a lift is possible. Since F is a non-CAP form, πF cannot be in one
of the classes (Q), (P) and (B). Furthermore, [46, Table 16] states all possible
representation types for (Y) and IIIa is not one of them, so πF is in (G).
For πF,p “ χ¸ σ StGSpp2q, the attached Langlands L-parameter is pρ,Nq with

















cf. [49, p. 266], where WQp is the Weil group of Qp. We map this parameter into
GL4pCq and apply the local Langlands correspondence for GL4. In this way, we
obtain the representation χσ StGLp2q ˆ σ StGLp2q of GL4. Since χ, σ are unramified
characters, this corresponds in the notation of [8] to the representation induced
from StGLp2qrepχσqs b StGLp2qrepσqs, where e denotes the exponent of a character
defined by |σ| “ |.|epσq. By applying [8, Theorem 1], we obtain epσq, epσχq ď 9{22.
In other words, |σpωq|, |σχpωq| ď p9{22.
The proof of Böcherer’s conjecture in [17] and [20] is obtained via local com-
putations. In the introduction, we already stated relations for newforms; now we
present similar results for members of the oldspace basis constructed in the previ-
ous section. Recall that if F P Sp2qk pNq is an oldform, there is at least one p | N
for which πF,p is of type I or IIb . For these types, we define the local standard
L-factor by
Lps, πp, Stdq´1 “ p1´ p´sqp1´ αpp´sqp1´ α´1p p´sqp1´ βpp´sqp1´ β´1p p´sq,
where we use the following notation for the Satake parameter αp, βp, γp: If πp “
χ1ˆχ2¸σ is a type I representation, we set αp “ χ1pωq, βp “ χ2pωq and γp “ σpωq,
while for πp “ χ1GLp2q ¸ σ, we set αp “ p´1{2χpωq, βp “ p1{2χpωq and γp “ σpωq.
In both cases, it holds that αpβpγ2p “ 1. For elements in the basis (19), a proof of
Böcherer’s conjecture has been obtained in [17, Theorem 3.9]:
Lemma 8. Let F P Sp2qk pNqT. Assume that F “ δa,b,c,dpGq, where abcde “ N and
G is a newform in Sp2qk peqT. Let π “ b1vπv denote the representation attached to
G (or equivalently to F ). Then
wF,N “
2sπ5p1´N´4qΓp2k ´ 4qLp1{2, F qLp1{2, F ˆ χ´4q




p1` p´1qp1` p´2q ,
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Lp1, πp, Stdqp1´ p´4q if p | bc pcannot occur if F newformq,
Lp1, πp, Stdqp1´ p´4qp´1 if p | ad pcannot occur if F newformq,
p1` p´2qp1` p´1q if p | e and πp is of type IIIa,
2p1` p´2qp1` p´1q if p | e and πp is of type VIb,
0 otherwise.
Analogously, we compute a relation for our basis (21) of Saito-Kurokawa lifts :
Lemma 9. Let g P S2k´2pmq denote a newform of squarefree level m that generates
an irreducible representation π0. Let π :“ SKpπ0q denote the lift of π0 and G
the corresponding Siegel newform. Let r, s, t denote squarefree, mutually coprime
numbers with prst,mq “ 1 and consider F “ δ̃r,s,tpGq P Sp2qk pNqSK where N “
rstm. Then:
wF,N “
3 ¨ 26π7Γp2k ´ 4q
N3Γp2k ´ 1q

















Lp1, πp, Stdqp1´ p´4qp´1 if p | r pcannot occur if F newformq,
Lp1, πp, Stdqp1´ p´4qpp´1 ` 1q if p | s pcannot occur if F newformq,
Lp1, πp, Stdqp1´ p´4q if p | t pcannot occur if F newformq,
2p1` p´2qp1` p´1q if p | m.
Proof. By [17, (105) and (106)] we have that
|aF pIq|rSp4pZq : Γ0pNqs
xF, F y









where φp P πp is a P1ppq fixed vector. If φp is not spherical, then it is of type VIb
and we apply the results from [17]. If φp is spherical, then by construction of δ̃r,s,t
it is one the three vectors from (20). We have
J˚pφpqq “MpπqJ0pφpq,
where
J0pφpq “ 1´ pq ` 1qq´3λpφq ` q´2µpφq,
Mpπq “
Lp1, πF ,Adqp1` p´1q
p1´ p´2qp1´ p´4qLp1{2, πqLp1{2, π ˆ χ´4q
,
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The action of the local operators e0, e1 are given as a 8 ˆ 8 matrix with respect
to (16) in [49, Lemma 2.1.1]. Here, d1 “ pq ` 1q´1pe ` e1q is the so-called Siege-
lization and maps onto the space of P1-fixed vectors. Recall that πP1ppqp is spanned
by φ̃p,1, φ̃p,2, φ̃p,3 and φ̃p,1 ` φ̃p,2 ` φ̃p,3 is the GpZpq fixed vector. If we write
d1e1e0e1φ̃p,i “
ř
j“1 cijφ̃p,j and d1e0e1e0φ̃p,i “
ř
j“1 c̃ijφ̃p,j, then λpφ̃p,iq “ cii and
µpφ̃p,iq “ c̃ii. A straightforward but lengthy calculation shows
λpφ̃p,1q “ pp´ 1qp2, λpφ̃p,2q “
p´ 1
p` 1p
2, λpφ̃p,3q “ 0,
µpφ̃p,1q “ pp´ 1qp2, µpφ̃p,2q “ p2, µpφ̃p,3q “ 0.
As a consequence, we get
J0pφ̃p,1q “ p
´1, J0pφ̃2q “ 1` p´1, J0pφ̃3q “ 1.
It remains to compute Mpπq. The local L-factors are computed in [2, §3.1.2] and
[49, Table 2] and it holds for π of type IIb that
Lp1, π,Adq
Lp1{2, πqLp1{2, π ˆ χ´4q
“ p1´ p´1qLp1, π, Stdq.
2.3 Kitaoka-Petersson formula
The primary tool in the proof of Theorem 1 is a spectral summation of Petersson
type for Siegel cusp forms. For the full modular group, it was proved in [30] and
later extended in [15] to include congruence subgroups. We quote their results and
introduce some notation. Let Λ denote all symmetric, integral 2-by-2 matrices. A
major role plays a generalized Kloosterman sum




where Q, T P S , C P Mat2pZq, the sum runs over matrices
"














P Sp4pZq. The cardinality of (31) depends
only on the elementary divisors of C, since
KpQ, T ;U´1CV ´1q “ KpUQUT , V TTV ;Cq for U, V P GL2pZq, (32)





V ´1 one has




where t4 is the (2,2)-entry of T rV s.




J`p4πs1 sin θqJ`p4πs2 sin θq sin θ dθ, (34)
where Jkpxq denotes the Bessel function of weight k. For Jkpxq, we have the simple
bounds
piq Jkpxq !k 1, piiq Jkpxq !k x´1{2 and piiiq Jkpxq !k xk (35)
for all x ą 0, k ą 2. This gives us
piq J`pP q ! |P |
l
2 and piiq J`pP q ! pdetP q
l
2 ptrpP qq´ l2´ 14 . (36)
The former follows from applying (35)piiiq to both Bessel factors in (34). The
latter follows by applying (35)piiiq to the Bessel factor with smaller eigenvalue
and (35)piiq to the other Bessel factor.










P S and c P N we
define a “Salié” sum
























! pa, cq1{2c1{2 for the d2 sum and estimating the d1 sum
trivially, we get
|H˘pP, S; cq| ! c3{2pc, s4q1{2. (37)













where Γ8 “ tp I SI q|S P Λu, Then, we have by [15, Proposition 2.1]6 that








3´2kΓpk ´ 3{2qΓpk ´ 2q
(38)














aF pT qaF pQq
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The Fourier coefficients of the Poincaré series, hQpT q, have been computed in [15]:







































































Here, AutpT q “ tU P GL2pZq |UTTU “ T u and Q „ T means equivalence in the
sense of quadratic forms. The sums are absolutely convergent for k ě 6.
In the last term, [30] and [15] have the constant 1{2π4 instead of 8π2. As pointed
out by [6, p. 7], this is incorrect. As in [30] and [15], we refer to the first term on
the right side as diagonal term, the second as rank 1 and the third as rank 2 case.
From now on, we assume that N ” 3 pmod 4q is prime. The main obstacle to
proving Theorem 1 is computing the rank 2 case. The decay of the Bessel function
implies that we only need to consider matrices C with small entries. For β ą 0,
we set





| 0 ‰ detC ! N
1`β
` , c̃1, c̃2, c̃3, c̃4 ! N
1`β
` u (40)
6There is a minor typo in [15, Proposition 2.1], there should be an additional factor of 2 on the right
hand side. The reason is that the original proof from Klingen [38, §6] uses a different definition for













Recall that ` “ k ´ 3{2.



























b ” 0 pmodNq
*
.
In this way, we can assign to a matrix C a unique parameter pU, c1, c2, V q. For




















where U varies over GL2pZq and C´TC´1 “ UTAU “: ArU s. Furthermore, by [15,














By (33), (41) and using pNc2, t4q1{2 ď N1{2pc2, t4q1{2 for t4 “ m1pv22 ` v24q, we get
ÿ
detC‰0




























where we applied (36) piq for the first, and (36) piiq for the second sum. For these
two sums, we have the following estimates from [30, Lemma 3], [40, Lemma 3.4]
#tU P GL2pZq| trArU s ď 1u ! pdetAq´1{2, (43)
ÿ
UPGL2pZq, trpArUsą1
detA1`δ trpArU sq´5{4´δ ! detA1{2`δ (44)
for every δ ą 0 and A Minkowski-reduced.
First, we consider C in C :“ tC | detpCq " N p1`βq{lu. By (42), (43),(44) (with
δ “ l{2´ 1), m1,m2 ! N1`ε and detA “ pc1c2q´2, we get
ÿ
CPC

















Next, we treat C in
Cm “ tC |N
m










. By (42) and (44) with δ “ ε, we get
ÿ
CPCm












Note that if C R
Ť













By choosing α sufficiently large, the claim follows.
Remark 12. There are OpN3p1`βq{``εq elements in C pβq. If c̃1c̃4 “ detC, then
either c̃2 or c̃3 must be 0. For c̃1c̃4 ‰ detC and fixed c̃1, c̃4, detC there are only
τpc̃1c̃4 ´ detCq ! N ε choices for c̃2 and c̃3, since c̃2c̃3 “ c̃1c̃4 ´ detC.
2.4 Symplectic Kloosterman sums
This section focuses on the decomposition of the Kloosterman sum in the rank 2
term of Lemma 10. The idea is to decompose the modulus NC into a large part
of modulus N and a small part of modulus C. After computing the N part via
a congruence condition in the proof of Theorem 1, we see that the rank 2 term
is small unless C has a certain form. This condition allows us to compute the
remaining sum over Kloosterman sums.
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Kitaoka [30, Lemma 1-3] worked out how to decompose a Kloosterman sum
for the case that C is diagonal and in combination with (32), this is sufficient in
most cases. However, our Kloosterman sum Kpµ1I, µ2I;NCq with µ1, µ2, N P Z
has diagonal terms in the first two arguments and such an approach would imply
non-diagonal terms in the first two arguments. However, in order to apply Lemma
15, we require a diagonal term in the second argument of the Kloosterman sum,
hence, we need to adjust Kitaoka’s proof slightly. To simplify notation, we set
Γ :“ Sp4pZq.
Lemma 13. Set c :“ detC and assume pc,Nq “ 1. Choose integers s, t with
sN ` tc “ 1 and set X “ tc ¨ C´1. Let Q, T P S . Then
KpQ, T,NCq “ KpXQXT , T,NqKps2Q, T, Cq.





P Γ if and only if ATD ´ CTB “ I and ATC and

















cf. [30, Proof of Lemma 1]. Consequently, we can show that the map



























is bijective. This works exactly as in the proof of [30, Lemma 2], since NC “ CN .
By CX ` sNI “ I, we obtain
trpApNCq´1Q` pNCq´1DT q
“ trppXTCTA` sNAqN´1C´1Q`N´1C´1pCXD ` sNDqT q
“ trppXTCTAN´1C´1Q` sAC´1Q`N´1XDT ` sC´1DT q
“ trpXTCTAN´1psNI `XCqC´1Q` sApsNI `XCqC´1Qq
` trpN´1XDT ` sC´1DT q
“ trpCTAN´1XQXT `N´1XDT q ` trpNAC´1s2Q` C´1sDT q
` trpsXTCTAC´1Qq ` trpsAXQq.
Since sXTCTAC´1Q “ stcAC´1Q “ sAXQ is symmetric and integral, we con-
clude that
trpApNCq´1Q` pNCq´1DT q
” trpCTAN´1XQXT `N´1XDT q ` trpNAC´1s2Q` C´1sDT q pmod 1q.
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If the modulus is pI for a prime p, a symplectic Kloosterman sum simplifies as
follows:





















where δ “ d1d4 ´ d22.










P Γ if and only if C´1D is symmetric
and pC,Dq is primitive,7 it follows for C “ NI that d2 “ d3 and the sum runs
over all d1, d2, d4 modulo N that satisfy p - δ. Let δ be an integer such that





, it follows that ATC is symmetric and
B :“ pATD ´ I2qN´1 PM2pZq.
The next lemma counts the number of solutions of a congruence that arises when
computing the Kloosterman sum of modulus N .
Lemma 15. Let N ” 3 pmod 4q be a prime and h1, h2, c1, c2, c4 P Z such that
4c1c4 ´ c22 ı 0 pmodNq. Let Lpc1, c2, c4, h1, h2q denote the number of solutions
d1, d2, d4 pmodNq of
h1 ” apd1 ` d4q pmodNq (45)
pd1d4 ´ d
2
2qh2 ” bpd4c1 ´ d2c2 ` d1c4q pmodNq (46)
0 ı d1d4 ´ d22 pmodNq, (47)
where a, b are arbitrary integers coprime to N . Then
Lpc1, c2, c4, h1, h2q “ δh1”h2”0 pmodNq δc1”c4,c2”0 pmodNqN
2
`OpNq.
Proof. First, we compute the left hand side for h1 ” h2 ” 0 pmodNq. It follows
by (45) that d4 ” ´d1 pmodNq and by (46) thus d1pc1 ´ c4q ` c2d2 ” 0 pmodNq.
For c1 ” c4 and c2 ” 0 pmodNq, this congruence holds for arbitrary d1, d2. In
addition, congruence (47) requires that d21 ı d24 pmodNq. Since only 2N pairs
d1, d2 fulfill d21 ” d24 pmodNq, there are N2 ´ 2N solutions for d1, d2, d4 pmodNq
satisfying all three congruences. On the other hand, for c1 ı c4 or c2 ı 0 pmodNq,
there are less than N ` 1 solutions, since choosing d1 already fixes d4 and vice
versa.
7







Next, we show that for fixed h1 ı 0 or h2 ı 0 and arbitrary fixed c1, c2, c4, we
have Lph1, h2, c1, c2, c4q ď N ` 1. By (45) it holds that d4 ” āh1 ´ d1 pmodNq.





2q ` h2h1d1 ” d1pc4 ´ c1q ´ d2c2 ` c1h1 pmodNq.
For h2 ” 0, this gives 0 ” pc4 ´ c1qd1 ´ c2d2 ` c1h1 pmodNq. Since h1 ı 0 and
either c4 ´ c1, c1 or c2 is ı 0 pmodNq, choosing d1 fixes d4 and vice versa. For
h2 ı 0 we get
pd1 ´ 2pc4 ´ c1´h1qq2 ` pd2 ´ 2h2c2q2
” h1c1 ` h2 ` d1q ` p2pc4 ´ c1 ´ h1qq2 ` p2h2c2q2 pmodNq.
The congruence x2`y2 ” n pmodNq has N `1 solutions for x, y pmodNq if N - n,
and one solution if N | n, namely p0, 0q.
To treat the remaining sum over Kloosterman sums, we cite [6, Lemma 4]. Let
ϕ : Zris Ñ N denote Euler’s totient function on Zris.
Lemma 16. Let





| px, yq P Z2 ‰ tp0, 0qu
*
(48)




χq1pµ1qχq2pµ2qKpµ2I, µ1, Cq “ δq1“q2“1|detC|
2ϕpx` iyq.
2.5 Proof of Theorem 1















































By the decay (24) of the weight function, we truncate the sum at n ! N1`ε at a


















∣∣∣LNp1{2, F ˆ χqq∣∣∣2 ! N ε, we can remove all terms on the right
hand side of (49) with N | n1n2 at the cost of an error of OpN´13{22`εq.
For newforms that are Saito-Kurokawa lifts, we cannot apply (23). Fortunately,
their contribution is very small on both sides of (49), so we can extend the basis
to include lifts at the cost of a small error. For the left hand side, we apply (12)
and the convexity bound for central L values, getting an error of OpN´5{4`εq. By
double Mellin inversion and (22) the right hand side of (49) with F running over

































where Bp1q2k´2pNqnew is an orthogonal basis of S
p1q
2k´2pNq
new We can shift the s-
contour to <s “ ε, since the pole at s “ 1 (for q1 “ 1) cancels with the zero of
p1 ´ s2q. In the same manner, we shift t-contour to <t “ ε. By the convexity
bound, we conclude that (50) is bounded by OpN´5{4`εq.



































ř˚ denotes that all summands are coprime to N and the constant c is
given by (38). To apply Kitaoka’s formula on the right hand side, the sum needs
37
to run over an orthogonal basis of the whole space including oldforms. To show
that we can include the oldspace at the cost of a small error, we truncate at
n1, n2,m1,m2 ! N
1`ε, use r1pnq, r2pnq ! n´
1
2`ε and aF pmIq ! m1{2aF pIq, cf. (28).
Hence, the first term on the right hand side of (51) with F running over a basis








We choose the orthogonal basis from (19) and (21) for Bp2qk pNqold. Since there
are only Op1q oldforms, we conclude by Lemma 8 and 9 that (52) is bounded by
OpN´1`εq.





















The Fourier coefficients hm2Ipm1Iq are given by Lemma 10. We compute the three























LNps` 1, χq1qLNps` 1, χ´4q1qLNpt` 1, χq2q










Next, we add the local spin L-factors at N . Therefore, we write




To bound the contribution from the second term, we shift the t contour in (53)













For the other four L-functions, this works analogously.
38
To compute (53) (with local L-factors at N), we shift the s-contour to < “ ´1`ε
picking up a pole at s “ 0 of order 1 or 2. To estimate the remaining integral, we
shift the t-contour to <t “ ´1` ε, picking up a pole at t “ ´s (since pq1, q2q “ 1
that can only happen if q1 “ q2 “ 1) and a pole at t “ 0. The latter pole and the





Γps` 1qζQpiqps` 1qΓp1´ sqζQpiqp1´ sq
Γpk ´ 1` sqΓpk ´ 1´ sq






It is not necessary to simplify this term further, since it will cancel with another
term from the rank 2 contribution.
To treat the pole at s “ 0, we shift the t-contour to < “ ´1`ε picking up a pole
at t “ 0 of order at most 4 that comes from the terms Lpt` 1, χq2q, L1pt` 1, χq1q2q
and t´1. The remaining integral is OpN´2`εq. The residue at s “ t “ 0 is the
main term in Theorem 1. For q1, q2 P t1,´4u, both poles have at least order 2 and
we obtain a polynomial in logN , whose leading coefficient can be read off after
applying Taylor expansion. For q1, q2 R t1,´4u each pole is of order 1 and hence,
the residue does not depend on N .
Next, we consider the rank 1 contribution. By the decay of W , we truncate
n1, n2,m1,m2 at ! N1`ε at a negligible error. There are sε choices for U, V and
it must hold rm1,m2s | s. Hence, by (37) and r1pnq, r2pnq ! n´
1
2`ε, the rank 1


















































where we used (35)piiiq for the second step.






























By (24) we truncate the n1,m1, n2,m2 sums at n1m1, n2m2 ! N1`ε at the cost of a
negligible error. This allows us to apply Lemma 11 which bounds the contribution
of all C R C pβq by OpN´β`p5`5βq{2l`εq. For notational simplicity, we set c :“
|detC|. To apply Poisson summation, we complete the n1,m1, n2,m2 sum at a
negligible error and split m1,m2 in residue classes modulo N rc, q1s and N rc, q2s.





































































































































which we denote by NΨ̃n1,n2pC;h1, h2q. By applying partial summation sufficiently
often with respect to x1 and x2 (integrating the last term and differentiating the
rest), we can truncate the h1, h2 sum at h1, h2 ! N p1`βq{``ε at a negligible error.
We choose s, t P Z with sN ` tc “ 1 and ps, q2q “ 1. By Lemma 13, the
Kloosterman sum decomposes into
Kpµ2I, µ1I,NCq “ Kpµ2t
2cC´1cC´T , µ1I,NIqKps
2µ2I, µ1I, Cq.

















with c1, c2, c4 P Z, δ “ d1d4 ´ d22.
Next, we split µi modN rc, qis into νi modN and γi modrc, qis, that is, we put















































Thus, we need to count the number of solutions of L1 : h1 ” rc, q1spd1`d4q pmodNq
and L2 : h2δ ” rc, q2st2pd4c1 ´ d2c2 ` d1c4q pmodNq. For fixed c1, c2, c4, h1, h2, the




N2#tdi |L1 X L2u ´Np#tdi |L1u `#tdi |L2uq ` 1.
The first term is computed in Lemma 15 and is of size N4`OpN3q for h1 “ h2 “ 0
and c1 “ c4, c2 “ 0 and is OpN3q in all other cases. The second term is of size
OpN3q since both congruences already fix one di modulo N .
The condition that CTC is a multiple of the identity for invertible C is equivalent
to C P GO2pZq, cf. (48) and [6, p. 1770]. By Remark 12, there are OpN5p1`βq{``εq































We choose β such that OpN´1` 5`5βl `εq is of the same size as the previous error
term OpN´β`
5`5βq
2` `εq, i.e. β “ 2`´52``5 “
2k´8
2k`2 .
Applying Lemma 16, we see that the sum vanishes for q1 ‰ 1 or q2 ‰ 1. Since
































By (24) and (35) we can complete the γ-sum at a negligible error. By the compu-



























p4πqsΓpk ´ 3`s2 q
p1` sqΓpk ´ s´12 q
ds
2πi.
We add the summands n1, n2 that are multiples of N at the cost of an error of
size OpN´5{2q. By changing variables, applying the functional equation of the






Γpk ´ 1` sqΓpk ´ 1´ sqΓps` 1qΓp1´ sq





which cancels with the residue s “ ´t from the rank 0 case.
3 Theta series of degree one
We consider an integral, positive mˆm matrix Q with even diagonal and its cor-
responding quadratic form qpxq “ 12x
TQx for m ě 3. Throughout this thesis we
tacitly assume that qpxq is primitive which implies that NQ´1 is of level N . The
aim of this section is to obtain an asymptotic formula for
rpQ, nq “ #tx P Zm | qpxq “ nu













We decompose θpQ, zq into an Eisenstein series and a cusp form. Recall that two
matrices Q,Q1 are in the same genus, if there exists Up P GLmpZpq for every p such
that Q “ UTp Q1Up. For positive Q there are only finitely many classes in the genus












The Fourier coefficients rpgenQ, nq of θpgenQ, zq are given by Siegel’s Hauptsatz:











where βppn,Qq “ limaÑ8 p´apm´1qrpapn,Qq denotes the usual p-adic density with
rpapn,Qq “ #tm P pZ{paZqm |
1
2m
TQm ” nmod pau.
We write θpQ,Zq “ θpgenQ, zq ` fpzq for a cusp form f . On the level of Fourier
coefficients this corresponds to
rpQ, nq “ rpgenQ, nq ` apnq.
We view rpgenQ, nq as the main term and bound it from below by estimating the
p-adic densities. To evaluate the error term apnq uniformly in the level we compute
an inner product of the cuspidal part of the theta series and apply the Petersson
formula. In the end we give bounds with respect to N on the largest integer n
that is locally represented but not over the integers.
We start by treating the p-adic densities. If p - 2nN , an easy computation shows,




























For p - 2N , we have by [55, Hilfssatz 16] that
1´ p´r ď βppn,Qq ď 1` pr (59)
where r “ m2 for even m and r “
1´m
2 for odd m. For the remaining p-adic
densities, we apply a formula from Yang [63]. Therefore, we fix some notation.
For odd p we know that Q is p-adically equivalent to
diagppν1u1, pν2u2, . . . , pνmumq with ui P Z˚p , 0 “ ν1 ď ν2 ď . . . ď νm.
We set
V plq “ t1 ď i ď m | νi ´ l ă 0 is odd u
and


















Then, the following formula for the p-adic densities was shown by Yang [63, The-
orem 3.1]:
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Theorem 17. Set n “ pat with pt, pq “ 1. Then, for odd p, we have that


















if #V pa` 1q is odd.
.
The case p “ 2 is slightly more complex. However, a very similar formula holds
due to Yang, cf. [63, Theorem 4.1]. A direct consequence is the following estimate
for odd p - n:
Corollary 18. Assume that βppQ, nq ą 0. Then, we have for odd p - n either that
βppQ, nq “ 2 or
1´ 1
p




Proof. We apply Theorem 17 with a “ 0 and make a case distinction according to
#V p1q “ #t1 ď i ď m | νi “ 0u. If #V p1q “ 1, then












since βppQ, nq ą 0. For #V p1q ě 2, we have pdp1q|fpnq| ď p´1 and the formula
yields 1´ 1
p
ď βppQ, nq ď 1` 1p .
Furthermore, we obtain the following upper bounds for the p-adic densities:
Corollary 19. It holds that
ź
p
βppQ, nq ! pn,Nq
1
2 pnNqε.
Proof. By (58), (59) and Corollary 18 we already know that
ź
p





Let pn,Nq “ pb. Then, dplq ď b2 for all l. Hence, Theorem 17 gives for odd p that
βppQ, nq ! p
b
2 as |vplq| “ 1. For p “ 2 we apply [63, Theorem 4.1]. The term dpkq,
defined in [63, (4.3)], satisfies dpkq ď 2 b`12 which implies that [63, (4.4)] is bounded
by ! 2 b2 and hence, also β2pn,Qq.
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As a consequence, we obtain by (57) that








To bound βppQ, nq from below, we make the assumption that n is locally rep-
resented by q. For m ě 5 this implies that there is a primitive local solution,
i.e., a p-adic solution of qpxq “ n such that at least one of the entries of x is
a unit in Zp. If such a solution exists, we always have βppn,Qq ą 0. For four
variables the situation becomes more complicated, since the quadratic form might
be anisotropic over Zp for some prime p which means that limvÑ8 βpppv, Qq “ 0.
To avoid complications we assume that n is primitively represented by q if m “ 4.
We follow the approach from Hanke [24]. As before, we use that qptq is p-adically
equivalent to a form
pν1g1pt1q ` p
ν2g2pt2q ` . . .` p
νrgrptrq, (62)
where gi has unit discriminant and is indecomposable over Zp and pνi | N for all
i. If p is odd, this implies that gi is of dimension 1, while for p “ 2 the forms gi
may also be equivalent to one the binary forms xy or x2 ` xy ` y2.
We call a solution of qptq ” n pmod prq good if there is i such that pνiti ‰ 0 pmod pq
and bad if ti ” 0 pmod pq for all νi “ 0, but there is some tj ı 0 pmod pq with νj ě 1.
For νj “ 1 we refer to this solution as type I and for νj ě 2 as type II. Furthermore,
we say that t is of zero type if t ” 0 pmod pq.
We denote the number of good solutions modulo pa by rgoodpa pn,Qq. We infer by
Hensel’s Lemma for odd p that
rgoodpa`1pn,Qq “ p
apm´1qrgoodp pn,Qq.
and rgood2a pn,Qq “ 2pa´2qpm´1qrgood23 pn,Qq.
For odd p and pn, pq “ 1 we already treated the p-adic densities in Corollary 18.
If p | n, we decompose (62) into8
q0p~x0q ` pq1p~x1q
where q0 is of discriminant coprime to p and q0, q1 are diagonal forms. We make
a distinction according to dim q0 “ #t1 ď i ď m | νi “ 0u. If dim q0 “ 1, there
are no good solutions. For dim q0 “ 2, the existence of one primitive solution
of u1t21 ` u2t22 ” 0 pmod pq implies that there are p ´ 1 non-trivial solution. By
choosing all other entries, ~x1, ~x2, arbitrarily, there are pm´1` pm´2 good solutions
of qp~xq ” 0 pmod pq. For dim q0 “ 3, a similar argument works, cf. [45, Proof of
Lemma 2]. If dim q0 ě 4, we apply Theorem 17 and the fact that dl ď ´l gives




8We use the notation ~xi here to emphasize that ~xi is a vector.
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For p “ 2, we consider
q0p~x0q ` 2q1p~x1q ` 22q2p~x2q ` 23q3p~x3q
where q0, q1, q2 are of discriminant coprime to 2 and each qi consists of forms as in
(62). For m “ 4 Rouse [45] shows that the existence of one good solution implies
that there at least 27 good solutions modulo 8 by enumerating all possibilities of
the 2-adic Jordan decomposition. As a direct consequence, we get β2pQ, nq ě 116
if dim q0 ` dim q1 ď 4 and there is a good solution. Indeed, ~x3 can be chosen
arbitrarily and for ~x2 we only need to distinguish between q2p~x2q ” 0 pmod 2q
and q2p~x2q ” 1 pmod 2q which costs us at most three-quarters of the solutions. If
dim q0 ` dim q1 ą 4 we apply [63, Theorem 4.1]. Let dpkq and δpkq denote the
functions from [63, (4.3)]. Then, dp1q ď 0 if δp1q ‰ 0, dp2q ď ´2 if δp2q ‰ 0 and
dpkq ď 5{2´ 2k which implies that β2pQ, nq ě 14 .
Bad type solutions only appear if p | n. We decompose q into
q0p~x0q ` pq1p~x1q ` p
2q2p~x2q (63)
where q0, q1 are of discriminant coprime to p and q0, q1, q2 consist of forms as in (62).
For type I, we reduce the congruence by p; so instead of counting the solutions of
q0p~x0q ` pq1p~x1q ` p
2q2p~x2q ” n pmod ptq
we use that ~x0 ” 0 pmod pq and consider
pq0p~x0q ` q1p~x1q ` pq2p~x2q ” np
´1
pmod pt´1q.
By definition of type I this congruence has solutions of good type. The corre-
sponding lift has multiplicity pdim q1`dim q2 , since we are free to choose ~x1 and ~x2.
For type II, we reduce by p2, thus, we consider
q0p~x0q ` pq1p~x1q ` q2p~x2q ” np
´2
pmod pt´2q.
In this case, we can choose ~x2 freely, and for ~x0, ~x1, we have p choices for each
entry, so the multiplicity is
pdim q0`dim q1`2 dim q2 .
We apply these maps consecutively until we obtain a congruence that possesses a
good type solution. We have shown the following:
Lemma 20. Let p be odd and assume that qpxq ” n pmod ptq, t ě 1 has a solution
of good type. Then,







while for a solution bad type I we have









and for bad type II that



















The lower bounds in the lemma above are not optimal but sufficient for our pur-
poses. We say that q satisfies (SLC) for n if there is a solution of qpxq ” n pmod ptq
with Qx ı 0 pmod pq for all odd p and t ě 1 as well as for p “ 2 and t ě 3. This
condition is equivalent to the existence of good solutions modulo pt. As a conse-
quence, we obtain that:
Corollary 21. Assume that m ě 4 and qpxq “ n is soluble over x P Zp for all





















Proof. Recall that a quadratic form in three variables with unitary discriminant
is isotropic over Zp if p is odd. We decompose q as in (63). If dim q0 ě 3, there
is a solution of good type and if dim q1 ě 3 there is a solution of bad type I.
Furthermore, bad type solutions of type I only exist if pm´2 | detQ and type II
solutions if p2m´6 | detQ. More generally, if the smallest type II solution mj has
coefficient pνj , then ppm´4qνj`2 | detQ. For p “ 2, any form with four variables
and unitary discriminant is isotropic over Z2. Hence, if dim q0 ě 4, there is a good
type solution, and if dim q1 ě 4 there is a bad type solution of type I. The bounds
follow now from Lemma 20, (58) and (59).
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In the class of Q there exists an element Q1 that lives in the Siegel domain
Sp43 ,
1
2q, cf. [14, p. 259]. These matrices admit a decomposition
Q1 “ V TDV,
where V is a rational upper triangular matrix with ones on the diagonal and all
other entries |vi,j| ď 12 and D is a rational diagonal matrix with entries a1, . . . , am P
Q such that
a1 ě 1, and ai`1 ě p3{4qai for all i “ 1, . . . ,m´ 1. (64)
This construction of a1, . . . , am with respect to Q is not unique. However, any
ai is (up to a constant depending on m) of the same size as the i-th successive
minimum of Q , cf. [14, §12Theorem 4.1].
Lemma 22. Consider 0 ă Q P MmpZq with even diagonal, with level N and




































































Proof. Since rpQ, nq “ rpUTQU, nq for any U P GLmpZq we may assume that
Q P Sp43 ,
1
2q. Since Q “ V






2 px1 ` v1,2x2 ` . . .` v1,mxmq
2






































If we want to count all solutions of qpxq ď l, we proceed as before, but bound the






























The first claim now follows from these two bounds and a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ am “ detQ.
Next, we consider the quadratic form corresponding to NQ´1. It holds that
NQ´1 “ NpV TDV q´1 “ V ´1pND´1qV ´T .
The diagonal entries of ND´1 are
N
a1











The lowest diagonal entry N
am
ofD equals the lower right entries of NQ´1 since V ´1
is an upper and V ´T a lower diagonal matrix with ones on the diagonal. Hence,
N
am
P Z and thus am ď N . If we combine this with (64), we obtain the bounds for
ai stated in the lemma.









x21 ` . . .`
N
2am




where wij are the entries of V ´1. These values |wij| are bounded from above by a
constant. To see this, write V “ I `M for the mˆm identity I and a nilpotent
matrixM . A simple calculation shows that V ´1 “ pI`Mq´1 “ I`
řm´1
k“1 p´1qkMk.







































Furthermore, we obtain by the same argument as above that
ÿ
xďl













Combining these bounds yields the second claim.
To compute the inner product of the cuspidal part of the theta series, we require
a transformation formula for the theta series. For simplicity, we omit the weight
m
2 in the slash operator |r%sm2 .





P SL2pZq with c ‰ 0 and l “ pN, cq. Then,











where |αpx, ρ,Qq| “ 1, D is a diagonal matrix of determinant pdetQ, lmq and Ql




Remark. The matrix Ql is explicitly constructed in the proof below and is given





























































































We write c “ c̃ 2t with odd c̃ and decompose the v and w sums accordingly. As c̃
is odd, we can find M P GLmpZ{c̃Zq such that MTQM is congruent to a diagonal









































where mi denotes the i-th row ofM and vi, wi the i-th entry of v, w. Set l̃i “ pqi, c̃q
and l̃ “ pl̃1, . . . , l̃mqT . By applying the orthogonality relation and recalling that















c̃mpdetQ, c̃mq if MTx ” 0 pmod l̃q,
0 otherwise.
Over Z2 we cannot diagonalize every quadratic form, but we can decompose it
into a sum of diagonal terms and multiples of the binary quadratic forms xy and
x2 ` xy ` y2, cf. [28, Theorem 33]. Hence, there is M̃ P GLmpZ{2tZq such that
qpxq “ 12x
TM̃TQM̃x satisfies
q ” 2ν1g1 ` . . .` 2νrgr ` 2ν̃1d1 ` . . .` 2ν̃sds pmod 2tq





with αi ” 0 or αi ” 2 pmod 2tq
and diagonal forms di with discriminant coprime to 2. The di can be treated as
































The latter two sums vanish unless
αw1 ` w2 ” 0 pmod 2t´ν1q and w1 ` αw2 ” 0 pmod 2t´ν1q.















22t`2ν1 if m̃T1 x1 ” m̃T2 x2 ” 0 mod 2ν1 ,
0 otherwise.
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The rest works analogously. Let D denote the diagonal matrix with entries li given
by
li “ l̃i2νpiq with νpiq “
#
νt i`12 u
if i ď 2r,
ν̃i´2r if i ą 2r.
By construction, we have detD “ l1 ¨ ¨ ¨ lm “ pdetQ, cmq. We choose V P GLmpZq
with V ” M pmod c̃q and V ” M̃ pmod 2tq. The computation above gives the
following congruence condition for x:








































Note that both D and V only depend on l “ pN, cq and not on the specific value of











We improve the estimates in [4, Lemma 4.2] and [5, Lemma 2.3] by means of
Lemma 22 and 23:
Lemma 24. Consider a positive, integral, primitive quadratic form in m ě 3

















More general, if Q,Q1 are in the same genus and f̃pzq “ θpQ, zq´ θpQ1, zq it holds
that










Proof. First, note that f is a cusp form since the value of θpQ, zq at each cusp
depends only on a genus-invariant term, cf. Corollary 32. Set µ “ rSL2pZq : Γ0pNqs
































for a set of coset representatives τi of ΓpNqz SL2pZq. On this set, we define an
equivalence relation








0 ď x ď N ´ 1
*
























By construction, the µ̃{N cusps aj{cj are a complete set of representatives for ΓpNq
(with the convention that 1{0 “ 8). Recall that two rational numbers aj{cj, a1j, c1j
are ΓpNq-equivalent cusps if and only if a ” a1pmodNq and c ” c1pmodNq, so in









of the cj satisfy pcj, Nq “ d.
First, we estimate the contribution of the ϕpNq matrices %j with cj “ 0. In this










|rpQ, nq ´ rpgenQ, nq|2 exp p´4πyq ym2 ´2dy !m 1
to (69).
For %j with cj ‰ 0, we apply Lemma 23 which yields the following Fourier
expansion for f |r%js:










where Nd “ NpN,cjq “
N
d
and |adpnq| ď rpSd, nq ` rpgenSd, nq for Sd “ NdDdQ´1d
with Qd “ V TQVD´1d as in Lemma 23. In particular, we have
detQd “
detQ












































We truncate the n sum at n ! N1`εd . First, we consider the contribution of the






















pdetQ, dmq ! N
ε.
To estimate rpSd, nq, we apply Lemma 22. Following the construction of a1, . . . , am
just before this lemma we obtain tuples a1pSdq, . . . , ampSdq with respect to Sd and












































If Q is diagonal, then Qd is also diagonal and we can arrange the coefficients by size
and set aipQdq as the i-th entry. Since aipQq | N , we may decompose ai :“ aipQq as












































If q is not diagonal, we simply estimate ampQjqam´1pQjq ě pdetQjq
2












This bound is a significant improvement to previous results. For m ě 3 it is
known by [47] that





and for m “ 4 by [45] that
xf, fy ! N
3
2`εpdetQq 14 `N2`ε.
An application of Lemma 24 is the representation by squares of almost primes.
While every number n ” 5 pmod 24q can be expressed by the sum of five squares,
it is not possible to prove an analogous result for four or less squares by current
technology. However, using a vector sieve, Blomer and Brüdern, [10] [7], [5] obtain
similar findings for almost primes. In the case of three squares, the main input














µpd1qµpd2qµpd3q|rpQd, nq ´ rpgenQd, nq|.
The aim is to maximize θ such that R3pθq ! n
1
2´ε. Let N denote the level of Qd.
First, we use a local argument from Blomer [5, p. 14] which allows us to assume




























































We conclude that R3pθq ! n
1
2´ε is satisfied as long as θ ă 1116 . If we insert this
bound into [13, 3.50], where the variable θ is called η, we obtain that every large
integer n ” 3pmod 24q with 5 - n is represented by three almost primes with each
at most 67 prime divisors.
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µpd1qµpd2qµpd3qµpd3q|rpQd, nq ´ rpgenQd, nq| ! n1´ε
for the quadratic form qd “ d21x21 ` d22x22 ` d23x23 ` d24x24 “ 12x
TQdx and θ ă 122 . Let









































Hence, if 0 ă θ ă 116 , then R4pθq ! n
1´ε which improves [10, Theorem 3].
Another application is due to Golubeva [21] who shows that every even and
sufficiently large n ” 1 pmod 5q can be represented by two squares, one cube, two
fourth and one sixteenth power. Therefore, she shows that
n “ x21 ` x
2
2 ` 6Px23,
is solvable if n is larger than a small power of P . By the lemma above, the cuspidal
part f of θpQ, zq satifies ‖f‖ ! P 1{4`ε which is sufficient to show that rpn,Qq ě 1
if n ą P 17`ε.
To conclude this section, we determine a lower bound for n with respect to Q. To
bound the Fourier coefficients of fpzq “ θpQ, zq ´ θpgenQ, zq “
ř
ně1 apnqepnzq,
we apply the lemma above and either Deligne’s proof of the Ramanujan-Petersson
conjecture or the Petersson formula, cf. [27, Corollary 14.24]. This gives for even























































If n “ tv2w2 with t squarefree and v | N8 not too large, one can get additional
saving by applying [59, Theorem 1].
Combining the results in Lemma 24, (70) and Corollary 21 shows that:
Corollary 25. Consider an integral positive quadratic form qpxq “ 12x
TQx in four
variables. If q is diagonal, let a denote the product of the two largest coefficients;
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otherwise, we set a “
?
detQ. Then, qpxq “ n is soluble provided that q satisfies













or if n is primitively locally represented by q and




qN ε minpNÑ, detQq
where N “ Ñ l2 with Ñ squarefree.
This is a significant improvement of previous results as for example [45, Theorem
1]. For quadratic forms in m variables with m ě 5 , we get a similar result:
Corollary 26. Consider an integral positive quadratic form qpxq “ 12x
TQx in m
variables with m ě 5 and set a as the product of the two largest coefficients if q is
diagonal and a “ pdetQq 2m otherwise. Then, qpxq “ n is soluble provided that n



























and any δ ą 0 with pdetQqδ ď
ś
p|detQpp
2, detQq. Furthermore n is represented if












The size of fpNq depends on the lower bounds for the p-adic densities in Corol-
lary 21. If only small powers of primes divide detQ, one can improve the minimum
term in fpNq.
In the following sections, we frequently use the bound above for the cuspidal
part of the theta series, however, only for prime level. To hold notation simple,




4 Theta series and Klingen-Eisenstein series of degree two
Consider two positive, integral quadratic forms in 2 and m variables given by 2T
and Q. The aim of this section is to obtain an asymptotic formula for
rpQ, T q “
!





that is uniform in the level N of Q. We tacitly assume that Q is primitive which
implies that the level of NQ´1 is also N .
We start by reviewing the theory of Siegel modular forms (of degree two) and
explain how to construct a basis for the space of Eisenstein series. Furthermore, we
present various transformation formulas for the theta series of degree two. Then,
we dive deep into the world of Kingen-Eisenstein series. To evaluate the Fourier
coefficients, we express them as an integral. The first step is to decompose the
matrices that appear in the sum of the Klingen-Eisenstein series into different
parts. Then, by treating each of these components individually, we obtain an
explicit formula for the Fourier coefficients.
To obtain an asymptotic formula of rpQ, T q it remains to treat the cuspidal
part of the theta series. After applying Kitaoka’s equivalent of the Petersson
formula we are left with estimating the Petersson inner product. To reduce the
computation to the fundamental domain of Sp4pZqzH2, it is essential to obtain
transformation formulas for Klingen-Eisenstein and theta series with respect to a
set of representatives in Γp2q0 pNqz Sp4pZq. This evaluation proves to be lengthy and
technical. The final part of this chapter discusses several ways how to extend the
results of Theorem 6.
4.1 Siegel modular forms and the space of Eisenstein series
We start by introducing further notation. We set





and some µpMq P GL1pRq. The kernel of µ : GSp2n Ñ GL1 is by definition





P GSp2npRq if and only if ATD ´ CTB “ µpMqIn
and ATC and BTD are symmetric. By GSp2npRq` we denote the subgroup of
GSp2npRq consisting of those elements M with µpMq ą 0.
Let Hn “ tZ “ X ` IY P MatnpCq | Y ą 0u be Siegel’s upper half space of





P GSp`2npRq act on Hn by
MZ “ pAZ `BqpCZ `Dq´1
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and define for k P Z an action of GSp`2npRq on functions F : Hn Ñ C by
pF |rM skqpZq “ µpMq
kjMpZq
´kF pMZq,
where jMpZq “ detpCZ ` Dq. In many instances it will be clear that we work
with modular forms of weight k, so in these cases we omit the k and write simply
pF |rM sqpZq. Furthermore, we set





with C ” 0 pmodNqu
and let M pnqk pNq denote the vector space of all functions F : Hn Ñ C that satisfy
F |rM s “ F for all M P Γpnq0 pNq. To hold notation simple, we omit the degree in
the superscript if it is clear from the context. For n “ 1, we impose the additional
condition that F is regular at all cusps, which holds automatically by Koecher’s




ApT qe ptrpTZqq ,
where Sn denotes all nˆn positive semi-definite, half-integer matrices with integer
entries on the diagonal. These Fourier coefficients satisfy ApT q “ ApUTTUq for
U P GL2pZq. Recall that a positive matrix A with diagonal entries a1, . . . , an
is called Minkowski-reduced, if 0 ă a1 ď . . . ď an and all off-diagonal entries
satisfy |ail| ď minpai, alq. In the following, we denote the set of Minkowski-reduced
matrices that are contained in Sn by Rn. In every class, there is at least one
T P Rn, so when evaluating ApT q it is often handy to assume that T P Rn.
Moreover, we define the Siegel-Φ-operator by







that maps M pnqk pNq ÑM
pn´rq
k pNq. For simplicity, we write ΦprqpF qpZq for r “ 1.
In the following we focus on the case that n “ 2. We denote by SpNq the Satake
compactification of Γp2q0 pNqzH2 and by BdpNq the boundary of SpNq. Satake [48]
proved that the boundary components of BdpNq are modular curves and that they
intersect at various cusps of these curves. We call the one- and zero-dimensional
components of BdpNq 1-cusps and 0-cusps respectively.
The subspace of cusp forms in M p2qk pNq is given by those forms that vanish at
BdpNq. To introduce this formally, we set ΦKpF qpzq “ Φp1qpF |rKsqpzq and define
S
p2q
k pNq “ tF PM
p2q
k pNq |ΦKpF q “ 0 for all K P Sp4pZqu.
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The 1-cusps correspond bijectively to double cosets of Γp2q0 pNqz Sp4pQq{P pQq where













Q 0 Q Q
Q Q Q Q
Q 0 Q Q













To show that F is a cusp form it suffices to verify that ΦγipF q “ 0 for a set of
1-cusp representatives γi P Γp2q0 pNqz Sp4pQq{P pQq. In other words, a form F is
cuspidal if the Fourier coefficients at every cusp are only supported on positive
definite matrices T .











Explicit sets of representatives for 1- and 0-cusps for squarefree level are given in
[9]. This work also specifies at which 0-cusps the 1-cusp representatives intersect.
As in the case of elliptic modular forms, the space M p2qk pNq can be decomposed
into cusp forms and Eisenstein series. We assume that k is even, since there are
no Eisenstein series with trivial nebentypus of odd weight. Indeed, F P M p3qk pNq
satisfies F pZq “ p´1qkF pZq, so there are no modular forms of odd weight in
M
p3q
k pNq. Besides, the Φ-operator is surjective, implying that all non-cusp forms
in M p2qk pNq are contained in the image of M
p3q
k pNq under the Φ-operator.
4.1.1 Eisenstein series
We start by considering the so-called Siegel-Eisenstein series which resemble the





They are obviously well-defined and live in M p2qk pNq. Furthermore, they converge
absolutely (and uniformly on vertical strips of positive height) for k ě 4, cf. [38,
p. 67]. The value of EpZq at the 0-cusp represented by γ P Γ0pNqz Sp4pZq{Γ8 is
given by






The terms of the latter sum equal 1 if Mγ P Γ8 and 0 otherwise, since Mγ P Γ8
implies that γ P Γ0pNq. Hence, EpZq takes the value 1 at the cusp i8I2 and
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Then, EγipZq takes the value 1 at the 0-cusp represented by γi and vanishes at all
other 0-cusps. Indeed, γ´11 Γ0pNqγ2 Ď Γ8 implies that γ1 and γ2 are in the same
double coset.
Hence, for any F P M p2qk pNq we can choose a linear combination of Siegel-
Eisenstein series
ř
ciEγi such that F ´
ř
ciEγi vanishes at all 0-cusps; a suitable
choice is ci “ Φ2γipF q.
It remains to consider forms that vanish at 0-cusps but not at all 1-cusps. For this






a1 0 b1 b2
a3 a4 b3 b4
c1 0 d1 d2






















where P pNq “ P pQq X Γ0pNq and f P SkpNq. Such Eisenstein series were first
considered by Klingen [37] and are therefore called Klingen-Eisenstein series. If
we write L P P pNq in the form above we have




By the cocycle relation
jpLM,Zq “ jpL,MZqjpM,Zq
and jpL,MZq “ d4pc1πpMZq ` d1q we conclude for even k that
fpπpLMZqqjpLM,Zq´k “ d´k4 f |rωpLqspπpMZqqjpM,Zq
´k
“ fpπpMZqqjpM,Zq´k.
Thus, Epf, Zq is well defined. Furthermore, Epf, Zq converges for k ą 4 uniformly
on vertical strips of positive height, cf. [38, Theorem 1]. The following result was
first proved by Klingen [38, Proposition 5]:
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Lemma 27. Let k ą 4. It holds that
ΦpEpf, ¨qq “ f.
Proof. Due to the uniform convergence of the Klingen-Eisenstein series we can
interchange limit and sum. As a consequence, we obtain























It remains to show that each of the terms in latter sum is 0. Recall that for an
elliptic cusp form f it holds that fpzq ! pIm zqk{2. Thus, it is sufficient to show
























and denote the entries of each block matrix by small




















“ rpa1z ` b1qpc4iλq (74)
´pa2iλ` b2qpc3z ` d3qs ¨ rpc1z ` d1qp´c4iλ` d4q ´ p´c2iλ` d2qpc3z ` d3qs.





4 ´ a2c3c4d1 ` a2c1c4d3 ´ a1c2c4d3 ` b1c2c3c4qy.
Since M P Sp4pZq we have that ATD ´ CTB “ I and ATC is symmetric. This
gives us the following three relations:
a1d1 ` a3d3 ´ b1c1 ´ b3c3 “ 1,
a2d1 ` a4d3 ´ b1c2 ´ b3c4 “ 0,
a1c2 ` a3c4 ´ a2c1 ´ a4c3 “ 0.
Solving the second term for b3 and the third for a3 and plugging this into the first
equation, we conclude


















` |c3z ` d3|2λ` d24y.
Hence, (73) is satisfied unless, c3 “ c4 “ d3 “ 0. This yields the claim since
M P P pNq if and only if M P Sp4pZq and λpMq “ p0, 0, 0, ˚q, where λpMq denotes
the bottom row of matrix.
In order to obtain a basis of M p2qk pNq, we define a Klingen-Eisenstein series for
each 1-cusp representative. We assume that the level is squarefree as this allows us
to consider a more easily manageable set of 1-cusp representatives. For this pur-
pose, it is handy to identify Γp2q0 pNqz Sp4pQq{P pQq with Γ
p2q
0 pNqzGSp4pQq{P ˚pQq,
where P ˚pQq is the maximal parabolic subgroup in GSp2pQq that contains P pQq.
The main advantage of latter coset consists in the possibility to choose represen-
tatives κi such that κ´11 Γ0pNqκi “ Γ0pNq. For each divisor l of the (squarefree)
level N , we fix a matrix






























Then, κplq for l | N is a set of representatives of Γ0pNqzGSp2pQq{P ˚pQq, cf. [9,
Section 2.2.] or [16, Section 7]. We set
Elpf, Zq “ Epf, Zq|rκls and ΦlpF q “ ΦpF |rκplq´1sq.
Corollary 28. Let m, l denote divisors of N . It holds that
ΦmpElpf, Zq “
#
f if l “ m,
0 otherwise.
Proof. By definition, we have
ΦlpElpf, ¨qq “ ΦpEpf, ¨qq “ f.
The argument in Lemma 27 also works when we consider GSp4pQq and P ˚pQq










“ 0 for M P GSp4pQqzP ˚pQq.
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Hence, if there is no element M P Γp2q0 pNq such that Mκplqκpmq´1 P P ˚pQq for
m ‰ l it follows that ΦmpElpf, Zq “ 0. Let’s assume that there is such an M P








are integers. Assume there is t ą 1 such that t | l and t - m. For λpMq “
pc3, c4, d3, d4q we have







” pld3, ld4,´mc3,´mc4q pmod t2q.
Consequently, we that d3, d4 ” 0 pmod tq as l is squarefree. As t | N , every entry
in the lower row of M is divisible by t. However, this contradicts the assumption
that M P Γp2q0 pNq.
For t - l and t | m we obtain
λpmM κplqκpmq´1q ” pmd3,md4,´lc3,´lc4q pmod t2q
and the very same contradiction.
Consider F PM p2qk pNq for squarefree N and set fl “ ΦlpF q and ci “ Φ2γipF q for










Hence, we get the following decomposition:
Corollary 29. For squarefree N we have
M
p2q
k pNq “ S
p2q
k pNq ‘ xElpf, Zq | f P S
p1q
k pNq, l | Ny
‘ xEγpZq | γ P Γ0pNqz Sp4pZq{Γ8y.
For arbitrary level, a set of 1-cusp representatives and the corresponding decom-
position of the Klingen-Eisenstein space can be found in [54, Corollary 3.3 and
3.4].
4.1.2 Theta series and representation of quadratic forms
As the theta series satisfies θpQ,Zq “ θpUTQU,Zq for U P GLmpZq it only depends
on the class of Q. As in the case of elliptic modular forms we approximate the
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theta series by a weighted average over the classes in the genus. Recall that
















The Fourier coefficients were explicitly computed by Siegel:
rpgenQ, T q “ π
2k´ 12 pdetT qk´ 32
Γ pkqΓ pk ´ 1q detQ
ź
p
βppQ, T q (76)
where the p-adic densities are given by
βppQ, T q “ lim
tÑ8
ptp3´4kq#tG PMm,npZ{ptZq |GTQG ” T pmod ptqu. (77)
Our first aim is to show that θpQ,Zq ´ θpQ1, Zq vanishes at all 0-cusps if Q and
Q1 are in the same genus. By the results above, this enables us to express the
difference θpQ,Zq ´ θpQ1, Zq as a linear combination of Klingen-Eisenstein series
and cusp forms.






2 trppX ` Aq
TQpX ` Aq ` 2BTXq
¯
that satisfies the transformation formula
θpA,BqpQ
´1, Z´1q “ ep´ trpATBqq detQ pdetZ{iqkθpB,´AqpQ,Zq, (78)
cf. [19, Satz 0.13]. Note that θpA,BqpQ,Zq “ θp´A,´BqpQ,Zq.
Before we compute the value at each 0-cusp, we need to determine a set of
suitable representatives:





with detC ‰ 0.
Proof. ConsiderM P Sp4pZq with detC “ 0. By left and right multiplication with















with det C̃ ‰ 0 gives a matrix with the desired properties. For c1 ‰ 0 we still have










with d̃1 ‰ 0. Then,
detpC̃A` D̃Cq “ det
ˆ
d̃1c1 0
c̃3a1 ` d̃3c1 c̃3a2
˙
“ d̃1c1c̃3a2 ‰ 0.





and D̃ as before. This
yields
det C̃A` D̃C “ d̃1c1c̃4a4 ‰ 0.

















This decomposition allows us to get a similar transformation formula for the
action of a 0-cusp representative on the theta series as in the case n “ 1:























































We putXT “ XT1 `CXT2 whereXT1 runs over matrices inXT1 PM2,2kpZq{CM2,2kpZq
























































trpXTQ´1XZ ` 2C´1XT1 Xq
¯¯
.
The claim follows now by taking the third matrix in the decomposition of M into
account.
Corollary 32. Let Q,Q1 be in the same genus. Then θpQ,Zq ´ θpQ1, Zq vanishes
at all 0-cusps.
Proof. The value of θpQ,Zq at the cusp i8I is obviously 1. For all other cusps,
we choose a representative with detC ‰ 0 and apply Lemma 31. Consequently,














This term only depends on the discriminant and the congruence class of the un-
derlying quadratic form, thus, it is genus invariant.
By Corollary 29 and Corollary 32 we obtain the following decomposition for
squarefree level:





where GpZq is a cusp form of degree two and flpzq are cusp forms of degree one.















On the level of Fourier coefficients, this corresponds to
rpQ, T q “ rpgenQ, T q `
ÿ
l|N
AlpT q ` SpT q, (79)
where AlpT q, gpT q are the Fourier coefficients of Elpfl, Zq and GpZq. For T ą 0,
the followings bounds for AlpT q and gpT q are known by Kitaoka, cf. [30] and [31],
AlpT q !N,k pdetT qk´
3





Furthermore, Kitaoka [29], [32] has shown that the product over the p-adic densi-
ties for 2k ě 7 is bounded from below by a constant depending only on Q as long
as T is locally represented by Q.9 By means of (76) this gives a lower bound for
rpgenQ, T q and hence, an asymptotic formula for rpQ, T q with respect to T .
The goal of this thesis is to make these estimates uniform in the level N . The
treatment of the main term is rather straightforward, since we can apply a formula
from Yang [63] to evaluate the local densities at odd primes. The evaluation of the
error term, however, is very elaborate. To estimate the Fourier coefficients of the
Klingen-Eisenstein series we modify Kitaoka’s work [34]. The main challenge lies in
bounding the Fourier coefficients of the cusps form GpZq. To do so, one expresses
the cusp form as a linear combination of Poincaré series and then applies the
Kitaoka-Petersson formula to evaluate the Fourier coefficients of the latter. This





pdetT q k2´ 14`εN´ 12`ε ` 1
˘
. (80)
To compute the inner product we make use of the fundamental domain of the full
modular group Sp4pZq. This implies that we need to bound the Fourier coefficients
of G|rM s where M runs over a set of representatives in Γ0p2qpNqz Sp4pZq.
For the treatment of the error term, we assume for simplicity that the level N
is prime. However, an extension of the proof to squarefree level is sketched out in
Section 4.4.
4.2 The main term
The dominant term in the asymptotic formula for rpQ, T q is given by rpgenQ, T q.
By (76), we only need to treat the local densities βpp,Qq given in (77) to obtain
9More precisely, Kitaoka shows that if T is locally represented by Q, then, for every p and some fixed
a there is a solution of XTQX ” T pmod paq that can be lifted to pp4k´3qt solutions modulo pa`t.
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a lower bound for rpgenQ, T q. To this end, we apply Yang’s explicit formula for
local densities, cf. [63, Theorem 7.1]. Due to the complexity of the formula we only
use it in some specific cases and only for odd p. Recall that counting solutions of
1
2X








Lemma 33. Assume that N is odd and squarefree, that T is locally represented
by Q and that for all primes p | N either pdetT, pq “ 1 or p2k´4 - detQ. Then,
ź
p‰2
βppQ, T q " N
´ε.
Proof. For p - 2 detT detQ, the p-adic densities are computed explicitly by Siegel
[55] and we have that βppQ,Zq ě 1 ´ p1´k. If p - 2 detT , we apply [63, Theorem
7.1]. For this purpose, we use that T is equivalent over Zp to diagpα1pa, α2pbq for
units α1, α2 and q to q0 ` pq1 where q0, q1 are diagonal quadratic forms of unit





. If a “ b “ 0,
the formula yields for even dim q0 that
βppQ, T q “ 1` vp1qχpp´α1α2qp1´
dim q0
2 ´ pvp1q ` χpp´α1α2qq p´
dim q0
2
and for odd dim q0 that
βppQ, T q “ 1´ p1´dim q0 .
If dim q0 “ 1, there is obviously no solution. For dim q0 “ 2, we get that
βppQ, T q “ 1` vp1qχpp´α1α2q ´ p´1pvp1q ` χpp´α1α2qq.
If vp1qχpp´α1α2q “ ´1, then vp1q “ ´χpp´α1α2q which contradicts βppQ, T q ą 0.




For arbitrary T and odd p, the terms in Yang’s formula get very small as long
as dimQ0 ě 5, since then dplq ď ´32 l, cf. (60). If we trivially estimate the terms
I1,i, I2,j with 1 ď i ď 4, 1 ď j ď 8 in the corrected version of [63, p. 25-26], we
obtain the lower bound







Since p ě 3, the claim follows.
It remains to treat the case of p “ 2. Therefore, recall that q is equivalent over
Z2 to a form
q0 ` 2q1 ` 22q2 ` . . .
where qi consist of diagonal terms of the form uix2i with units ui and the binary
quadratic forms x21 ` x1x2 ` x22 and x1x2. If dim q0 is sufficiently large, we can
compute the 2-adic densities as follows:
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Lemma 34. Let q “ 12x
TQx (with Q ą 0 and integral) be equivalent over Z2 to a


















with r ` s ď 3 and ui P Zˆ2 , and q1 is any form in m ´ 6 variables. Then,
β2pQ, T q " 1 for any choice of T .
Proof. Note that there also exists a formula from Yang [64] for p “ 2, but due to
its complexity, we refrain from applying it. Instead, we enumerate all possibilities
modulo 8 of quadratic forms gi in six variables as in display (81). By using a suit-
able computer program such as Python, we can show that for for any combination
t1, t2, t4 pmod 8q there is a solution such that
gipxq ” t1, gipx, yq ” t2, gipyq ” t4 pmod 8q (82)
where x1, y2 are odd, y1 even and x1, x2 belong to a block that either consists
of two diagonal forms or one binary form. By choosing the remaining variables
arbitrarily, it follows that for any combination pt1, t2, t4q there are at least 23pm´6q
solutions of qpxq ” t1, qpx, yq ” t2, qpx, yq ” t4 pmod 8q such that x1, y2 are odd
and y1 is even. If we can show that each of these solution can be lifted to modulus
2a with multiplicity 2pa´3qpm´3q, the claim of the lemma follows.
First, we treat the case that the first block of q0 consists of diagonal terms.





2 ` gpx3, . . . , xmq ” t1 pmod 2a`1q





2 ` gpy3, . . . , ymq ” t4 pmod 2a`1q
such that x1, y2 are odd and y1 is even. These congruence determine x1, x2, y1, y2
only up to modulus 2a. Fix x3, . . . xm, y1, y3, . . . ym modulo 2a`1. If x̃1, x̃2, ỹ2 solve
the congruence above, then also
x1 “ x̃1 ` d12a d1 P t0, 1u,
x2 “ x̃2 ` d22a d2 P t0, 1u,
y2 “ ỹ2 ` d32a d3 P t0, 1u.
Consider any lift of x3, . . . xm, y1, y3 . . . , ym to modulus 2a`2. Then, one combina-
tion of x1, x2, y2 from above already solves the congruences modulo 2a`2. To see
this, we first fix d3 such that the third congruence is satisfied. Since y2 is even and





2 ` d12a`1 ` d2x22a`1 ” t1 ´ gpx3, . . . xmq pmod 2a`2q
2u1x1y1 ` 2u2x2y2 ` d22a`1 ” t2 ´ gpx3, y3, . . . xm, ymq pmod 2a`2q
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is satisfied. The resulting solution px1, x2, y2q is only fixed modulo 2a`1 and con-
sequently, gives rise to 8 solutions modulo 2a`2.
If x1, x2 belong to a binary form, the proof is very similar. The congruences
x21 ` x1x2 ` x
2
2 ” t1 ´ gpx3, . . . , xmq pmod 2aq
2x1y1 ` x1y2 ` x2y1 ` 2x2y2 ” t2 ´ gpx3, y3, . . . , xm, ymq pmod 2aq
y21 ` y1y2 ` y
2
2 ” t4 ´ gpy3, . . . , ymq pmod 2aq
already fix x1, x2, y2 modulo 2a. For any lift of x3, . . . xm, y1, y3, . . . ym, we can
choose d1, d2, d3 P t0, 1u such that
x1 ` d12a, x2 ` d22a y2 ` d32a
satisfy the congruence modulo 2a`1 since x1, y2 are odd and y1 is even. The binary
quadratic form xy works analogously.
As a consequence, we obtain the following lower bound for the main term:
Corollary 35. Assume that the level N of Q is squarefree. Furthermore, assume
that pk´4 - detQ for odd p and 2k´5 - detQ. Then,
rpgenQ, T q "k pdetT qk´
3
2 pdetQq´1N´ε.
4.3 The error term for prime level
The aim of this section is to evaluate the error term in the asymptotic formula
(79) for rpQ, T q. In the following we assume that k ě 6 and that the level N is
prime. In this case, a set of 1-cusp representatives in Γp2q0 pNqzGSp4pQq{P ˚pQq is





.10 Thus, the space of Klingen-Eisenstein series
is spanned by













10The operator |rη4s appears frequently in the literature and is known as Fricke involution.
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It follows that
θpQ,Zq “ θpgenQ,Zq ` Epf1, Zq ` ENpf2, Zq `GpZq
where GpZq is a cusp form. As previously discussed, the cusp forms f1, f2 P SkpNq
can be determined by applying the Siegel Φ-operator. This yields









´1, zq ´ θpgenNQ´1, zqq.
On the level of Fourier coefficients this corresponds to
rpQ, T q “ rpgenQ, T q ` ApT q `BpT q ` SpT q. (83)
In the previous section, we already determined a lower bound for rpgenQ, T q. To
bound the Fourier coefficients of the cusp form G we need to evaluate the inner
product of G. First, we show that for this purpose it suffices to bound the Fourier
coefficients of G|rRs for R P Γp2q0 pNqz Sp4pZq. Then, we estimate the absolute
value of the Fourier coefficients of the corresponding Klingen-Eisenstein and theta
series.
The Klingen-Eisenstein part comprises a lot of work. The underlying idea is to

















runs over x1, x2, x4 P r0, N s. To compute
this integral, we first derive a suitable decomposition of P pNqzΓp2q0 pNqR for a
set of representatives R P Γp2q0 pNqz Sp4pZq in Section 4.3.2. This enables us to
obtain explicit formulas for Fourier coefficients of Klingen-Eisenstein series. As
a consequence, we can derive upper bounds for ApT q and BpT q and evaluate the
contribution of Klingen-Eisenstein series to the inner-product. Finally, we bound
the contribution of theta series to the inner product by evaluating symplectic
exponential sums.
4.3.1 Inner product of theta series
The principal challenge in obtaining an uniform asymptotic formula for the Siegel
theta series is to evaluate the inner product of the cuspidal part:
GpZq “ θpQ,Zq ´ θpgenpQq, Zq ´ Epf1, Zq ´ ENpf2, Zq.
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we proceed as in the one-dimensional case. First, we reduce the computation to








pdetY q3 . (84)
The usual choice for F :“ F p1q “ Sp4pZqzH2 is the set of Siegel reduced points. A
point Z “ X ` iY is called Siegel reduced if |det jMpZq| ě 1 for all M P Sp4pZq, if
Y is Minkowski-reduced and X is reduced modulo 1. As first shown by Gottschling
[22] this fundamental domain is explicitly determined by 13 equations. For our









The first step in computing (84) is to find a suitable set of right cosets for
Γp2q0 pNqz Sp4pZq. If N is prime, this is fairly easy:



































































, 0 ď κ1, κ2, κ4 ď N ´ 1
*
.
Proof. See [36, Proposition 2.1].




























We treat the contribution of each coset class to (84) separately. For the simplest
case, Rp0q, we only require an upper bound for the Fourier coefficients of S:
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Lemma 37. Let GpZq “
ř







where the entries of T run over t1, |t2|, t4 ď C for some constant C (that does not
depend on N).
We omit the proof, as it works analogously to the more interesting Rp3q case
that we consider in the following lemma. For this class, the contribution to xG,Gy
depends on the Fourier coefficients of G|rJ4s:
































g3pT qg3pT 1q exp
ˆ
´













The X integral vanishes unless T1 “ T2 and equals N3 in this case. Taking (85)




































































4 dγ1 dγ2 dγ4.
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The integral is bounded by
?
π{2. Before applying this, we recall that the com-





expp´t2qdt ! x´1 expp´x2q





















This allows us to truncate the t2 sum at































































The exponential decay allows us to truncate t1, t2, t4 at t1, t2, t4 ! N1`ε at the cost
of a negligible error.
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˚ 0 0 ˚
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚





















. Indeed, for convergence we require ApT q “ 0 if detT ă 0






˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
0 ˚ ˚ 0
0 ˚ ˚ 0
















These considerations give rise to the following lemma:



















where the entries t1, t2, t4 of T run over t1, t2, t4 ! N1`ε and t2, t4 ” 0 pmodNq.





































































The latter integral vanishes unless t1 “ t11, t2 “ t12 and t4 “ t14 in which case it



















The very same integral appears in the proof of Lemma 38 and is computed there.
This yields the first claim.




















cannot assume that t̃1, t̃2 ” 0 pmodNq. For that reason, we consider N2 copies of





























Computing the integral as in the proof of Lemma 38 yields the second claim.
In summary, it remains to evaluate the Fourier coefficients ofG,G|rι1s, G|rι2s and
G|rJ4s in order to obtain an upper bound for xG,Gy. As the estimation of Fourier
coefficients of Klingen-Eisenstein and theta series is based on different methods,
we treat them one by one. We start with the more challenging Klingen-Eisenstein
part.
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4.3.2 Decomposition of matrices in Sp4pZq and Γ
p2q
0 pNq













for T ą 0. We start by showing that some matrices in the sum over M do not
contribute to the Fourier coefficients ARpT q if detT ‰ 0. Then, we find a suitable
decomposition for the remaining matrices. To do so, we closely follow the work
from Kitaoka for the principal congruence subgroup, cf. [31] and [34].
Let λpMq denote the bottom row of a matrix M . For a better understanding,
we state and prove [31, Proposition 1.6.12]:






vanish for T ą 0.
Proof. First, recall that ΓpNq “ tM P Sp4pZq | M ” I4 pmodNqu is a normal





























By (72) we have
jpM,Zq “ jpU,ZqjpL,UZUT q “ d4pc1πpUZU
T
q ` d1q,
πpMZq “ ωpLqπpUZUT q,


























By DY we denote the differential operator




It is straightforward to show that DY “ DV Y V T for V P GL2pRq. Hence,
DY pjpM,Zq
´kfpπpMpZqqqq “ d4DY pf |rωpLqsqpπpUZU
T
qq
“ d4DUY UT pf |rωpLqsqpπpUXU
T
` iUY UT qq.







since pf |rωpLqsqpπpUXUT ` iY q only depends on y1 and not on y2 or y4. On the

































This implies that apT q “ 0 for T ą 0.
Consequently, we may neglect matricesM with λpMq “ p0, 0, ˚, ˚q in our decom-
position and only consider M P P pNqzΓp2q0 pNq with λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚q. For this
purpose, the first step is to decompose M P P pZqz Sp4pZq with λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚q.
Therefore, we follow Kitaokas’s work [34].
For this purpose, we introduce further notation. Set PSL2pZq “ SL2pZq{t˘1u
and for a subgroup Γ of SL2pZq we denote by Γ “ Γtp˘1u{t˘1u the image of Γ in















































as well as Γ8 :“ Γ8p1q. The following
two lemmas are based on [34, Lemma 2 & 3]:












with c ą 0 such that
M P P pZq γpv, σq.
Proof. By multiplying M with ´I4 P P pZq, we may assume that c4 ą 0. We set
ũ4 “ pc4, d4q, c “ c4ũ4 , d “
d4
ũ4







The last row of M ι2pσq´1 is given by













“ p0, 0, d3, ũ4q.




























P P pZq. By setting v “ u´T , we conclude that







“ P pZqγpv, σq.
Note that v1 “ u4 “ ũ4 ą 0. Furthermore, we can assume by left multiplication
with P pZq that σ P Γ8z SL2pZq since the upper entries of σ have no impact on the
lower row of the decomposition.
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Lemma 42. We get the following disjoint decomposition:




















P ΓT8z SL2pZq, w P PSL2pZq{Γ8
with c ą 0 and v1 ą 0.












with c4 ‰ 0.





which implies that M is
contained in the right hand side of (90).
Conversely, assume that





where L P P pZq. Denote the upper left entry of σ by a and the penultimate row


























As c, v1 ‰ 0 this implies that λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚q.
It remains to show that the decomposition is disjoint. Therefore, we fix rep-
resentatives of the cosets Γ8z SL2pZq,ΓT8z SL2pZq,PSL2pZq{Γ8 and consider two
















˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
0 v1c ´v3 v1d
˙
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it follows by equation (91) that







p0, v1cqw´1w̃ “ ˘p0, ṽ1c̃q
and by v1c ‰ 0, we conclude that w´1w̃ P Γ8 and thus w “ w̃ since they are part
of the same class. This, on the other hand implies
v1pc, dq “ ṽ1pc̃, d̃q
and hence, v1 “ ṽ1, σσ̃´1 P Γ8 and thus, σ “ σ̃. As a consequence, we get v3 “ ṽ3
which implies that ṽ´1v P Γ8.
The next result, based on [34, Lemma 4], plays a crucial part in the computation
of the Fourier coefficients:



































































































































































This gives a second decomposition of M P Sp4pZq with λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚q which
turns out to be very useful for the evaluation of Fourier coefficients of Klingen-
Eisenstein series:
Lemma 44. Fix any two positive integers N1, N2. There is a disjoint decomposi-
tion
tM P Sp4pZq | λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚qu “
ğ
v,σ,µ,w





















































with σ, v, µ, w as above. By applying Lemma 43 we obtain the desired decompo-




































and v1 ‰ 0.
Kitaoka extends this to a decomposition with respect to the principal congruence
subgroup. This approach is also useful to determine a decomposition of M P
P pNqzΓp2q0 pNqR with R P Sp4pZq and λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚q. To do so, we start with
the decomposition above for P pZqz Sp4pZq and multiply if from the right hand side
by R´1. This gives a decomposition of
tM P P pZqz Sp4pZq | λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚qR´1u.
To restrict this to Γp2q0 pNq, we write P pZq “ P pNqL, where L runs over a set of rep-
resentatives in P pZqzP pNq and introduce congruence conditions for the different
components such that each element is contained in Γp2q0 pNq. As a consequence, we
obtain a decomposition of P pNqzΓp2q0 pNq with λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚qR´1. Multiplying













with v, σ, µ, w as in Lemma 44 and L running over a set of representatives in
P pNqzP pZq. Let p#q denote a set of congruences such that MR´1 Ă Γp2q0 pNq if
and only if p#q is satisfied. Then, we have a disjoint decomposition
tM P Γp2q0 pNqR | λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚qu “ tM | p#qu.
Note that every set of representatives in P pNqzP pZq corresponds to a set of rep-
resentatives in Γ0pNqz SL2pZq by the map (71). Furthermore, if γi is a set of repre-
sentatives in Γ0pNqz SL2pZq, then ι1pγiq is a set of representatives in P pNqzP pZq.











0 ď d1 ď N ´ 1
*
. (93)
To determine a suitable decomposition for all M P Γ0pNq with λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚q
we apply the procedure of Corollary 45 for R “ I4:
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Lemma 46. We have











with v, σ, µ, w as in Lemma 44 and either
N | c or N | v1, N - c.








for d1 ” ´av22c pmodNq with c given by cc ” 1 pmodNq.












for some L P P pNqzP pZq and examine the necessary conditions for this decompo-
sition to be in Γp2q0 pNq. If we write the penultimate row of L as pc1, 0, d1, d2q, this
is the case if and only if
ˆ
c1v1 c1v2a´ d1v3c` d2v1c
0 ˘v1c
˙
. ” 0 pmodNq.
This implies that N | c or N | v1. In the former case, it holds by the two upper
entries that C ” 0 pmodNq if and only if c1 ” 0 pmodNq. This implies that
L P P pNq and we choose L “ I4.
For N | v1, we require ac1v2 ” d1cv3 modN . If N | c, this implies that N | c1
and we put L “ I4. If N - c, then any c1 ” ecv3 modN and d1 ” eav2 modN for
some pe,Nq “ 1 and pc1, d1q “ 1 satisfy this condition. All these matrices lie in








with d1 ” av2cv3 ” ´av22c pmodNq.
For the Eisenstein series ENpf2, Zq, the sum runs over matricesM P Γ0pNq with
λpMJ4q ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚q. To this end, we derive the following decomposition:
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Lemma 47. We have
tM P Γ0pNq | λpMJ4q ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚qu “
ğ
v,σ,µ,w








with µ2, µ4 P NZ, v, σ, µ, w as in Lemma 44,
N | d and N | v2.






























is in Γ0pNq, where σ, v, w, µ are as in Lemma 44 and L run over P pNqzP pZq.
For simplicity, we assume that µ2, µ4 P NZ. Then, the decomposition above is
contained in Γ0pNq if
ˆ




where the penultimate row of L is pc1, 0, d1, d2q. This congruence is satisfied if and
only if N divides d1, v2 and d. Consequently, we set L “ ι1pJq.
To compute the inner product of the cuspidal part of the theta series, we need to
examine how the slash operators |rι1pJqs and |rι2pJqs act on Klingen-Eisenstein se-
ries and its Fourier coefficients. The sums in Epf1, Zq|rι1pJqs and ENpf2, Zq|rι2pJqs
run over M P P pNqzΓ0pNqι1pJq while in Epf1, Zq|rι2pJqs and ENpf2, Zq|rι1pJqs
they run over M 1 P P pNqzΓ0pNqι2pJq. By Lemma 40 it suffices to consider M,M 1
such that λpMq, λpM 1q ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚q. We use the decomposition from Lemma 44



















We have the following decomposition:
tM P Γ0pNqι1pJq | λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚qu “ tM | µ4 P NZ; paq or pbq or pcq or pdqu
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where paq, pbq, pcq, pdq denote the following congruence conditions
paq v1, w1 ” 0, d ı 0 pmodNq,
pbq c, w2, v2, d1 ” 0 pmodNq,
pcq c ” 0, w1, w2, v1, v2 ı 0 pmodNq,
pdq w1, d, c1 ” 0 pmodNq.
In case paq we set c1 ” 1 and d1 ” v2bv3d pmodNq and in case pcq we assume for
simplification µ2 P NZ and set
d ” v2w1v1w2, c1 ” 1 and d1 ” v2bw2v1w1 pmodNq.
Furthermore, we have
tM 1 P Γ0pNqι2pJq | λpM 1q ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚qu “ tM | µ4 P NZ; peq or pfq or pgq or phqu
where peq, pfq, pgq, phq denote the following congruence conditions
peq v1, w3 ” 0, d ı 0 pmodNq,
pfq c, w4, v2, d1 ” 0 pmodNq,
pgq c ” 0, w3, w4, v1, v2 ı 0 pmodNq,
phq w3, d, c1 ” 0 pmodNq.
In case peq we set c1 ” 1 and d1 ” v2bv3d pmodNq. For pgq we assume for
simplification that µ2 P NZ and choose
d ” v2w3v1w4, c1 ” 1 and d1 ” v2bw4v1w3 pmodNq.
Proof. By Corollary 45 we need to determine congruence conditions forM P Mι1p´Jq




















0 v2a ´v1 v2b
0 v4a ´v3 v4b
v4 ´v3c 0 ´v3d






























An element of this decomposition is in Γ0pNq if the lower right block matrix is
congruent 0 modulo N . This is satisfied if
ˆ
c1 0 d1 d2






´v2bw2 ´ v2apw1µ2 ` w2µ4q ` µ2v1w2 v1w2 ` v2aw1
˚ ˚
w1v4 ` v3dw2 ` µ2v3cw1 ´v3cw1







For simplicity, we assume that µ4 P NZ. The lower right entry implies that
N | v1cw1. If N | v1, then the lower left entry implies that N divides w1. If
c1v2b ” v3d pmodNq
the congruence is satisfied.
If N | w1 and N - v1, then N | d by the lower left entry. By the upper right
entry, the congruence is only satisfied if either N | v1 or N | c1. If N | v1, we obtain
by the second lowest, left entry that ´c1v2bw2 ” 0 pmodNq, which can only be
fulfilled if N | c1.
Assume that N | c and N - v1, N - w1. If N | v2, then N | w2, N | d1 and
the congruence is satisfied. If N - v2, then also N - w2. Hence, we require that
v2w1 ” ´v1dw2 pmodNq. Thus, the left entry in the third row is congruent to
d1w1v1 pmodNq. If we assume that µ2, P NZ, it follows that
c1bv2w2 ” d1w1v1pmodNq.









v1 v2b 0 ´v2a
v3 v4b 0 ´v4a
0 ´v3d v4 v3c





























is in Γp2q0 pNq. This is satisfied if
ˆ
c1 0 d1 d2






v1w4 ` v2aw3 v2bw4 ´ v1µ2w4 ` v2aµ2w3
˚ ˚
´v3cw3 ´v3dw4 ´ v4w3 ´ µ2v3cw3






The case distinction works exactly as above.
4.3.3 Bounds for Fourier coefficients of Klingen-Eisenstein series
By applying the decompositions from the previous section, we now obtain explicit
formulas for the Fourier coefficients of Klingen-Eisenstein series at T ą 0. For
reasons of clarity, we put
pf ||rM sqpZq :“ jpM,Zq´kfpπpMZqq.
In Section 4.1 we already saw that
pf ||rLM sqpZq “ pf |rωpLqs||rM sqpZq (94)
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pZq “ pf ||rM sqpw´1ZwT ` µq
for µ P PpZq and w P SL2pZq. A decisive role plays the following result [34, Lemma
15] from Kitaoka:
















with cv1 ‰ 0. Then, it holds that
pf ||rγpv, σqsqpZq “ jpσ, z4q
´kfpz1v
2










ι2pσq. Thus, we have








































´1 z2pcz4 ` dq
´1
az2 ´ cz2paz4 ` bqpcz4 ` dq




Writing b “ c´1ad´ c´1 gives paz ` bqpcz ` dq´1 “ ac´1 ` c´1pz4 ` c´1dq. Hence,




q ` 2v1v2z2pcz4 ` dq´1 ` v22pac´1 ´ c´1pcz4 ` dq´1q






This proves the claim.
To evaluate the Fourier coefficients of Epf, Zq “
ř
TPSpZqApT qeptrTZq we ex-
press them as





pf ||rM sqpX ` iY qdX.
To compute this integral, we apply the decomposition of M P P pNqzΓ0pNq with
λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚q from the previous section step-by-step, following the approach



















with c ą 0, v1 ą 0 and fpzq “
ř













pX ` iY qep´ trpTXqqdX
“ Ck e
´2π trpTY q


























f || rγpv, σqs
ˆ
z1 z2 ` µ2
z2 ` µ2 z4 ` µ4
˙˙













ˆ ep´t1x1 ´ t2x2 ´ t4x4q dx1 dx2 dx4.





















´1dq´1q ´ t2x2 ´ t4x4
˘
dx2 dx4.
The first integral vanishes unless n “ t1v´21 . In the second integral, we shift x2 by
v´11 c



















































To compute this, we apply [23, 3.323/2]:
“ p2it1q´
1







´t4 ` pt2{2q2t´11 x4
˘
dx4









In the last step we used [23, 3.382/6].
Remark 51. To treat the term L P P pNqzP pZq in the decomposition of Lemma
46 we use (94). If ωpLq R Γ0pNq, then f |rωpLqs is not a cusp form with respect to










Using this Fourier expansion, we can proceed very similarly to the proof above.
The key difference is that the x1 integral vanishes unless n “ Nt1v´21 . As a
consequence, all the N terms in the exponential sums cancel and we obtain with













pX ` iY qep´ trpTXqqdX
“ Ck e
´2π trpTY q











with v21 | Nt1.











T rws “ wTTw “
ˆ
T rws1 T rws2




and Ck be given by (95). Then,

























































2 ` T rws2v
´1
1 v2 ` T rws4d
c
˙

































where T̃ rws1 “ T rws1N and cc ” 1 modN .






























P Γ8z SL2pZq{Γ8, c ą 0






P ΓT8z SL2pZq{Γ8pcq, v1 ą 0
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is equivalent to w3 ě 0 and w1 P Z with pw1, w3q “ 1.






































where d1 ” av22c pmodNq and bpnq denotes the Fourier coefficients of N´
k
2 f |rηs.
The rest follows by Lemma 50 and Remark 51.
For the second Klingen-Eisenstein series ENpf, Zq “
ř
T BpT qeptrpTZqq we pro-
ceed similarly:
Lemma 53. Let
T rws “ wTTw “
ˆ
T rws1 T rws2
T rws2 T rws4
˙
P S
and N´k{2f |rηsqpzq “
ř
n bpnqepnzq P SkpNq. Then,






























1 ` T rws2v2v
´1


















ppf |rJsq||rγpv, σqsqpNw´1Zw´T ` µqep´ trTXqdX
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with µ2, µ4 P NZ and σ, v, w as in Lemma 44 (with N1 “ N2 “ N), N | d and
N | v2. This can be computed in the same way as in Lemma 50. The first step is
to substitute X by wXwT and apply Lemma 49. This gives



















































































, ỹ1, ỹ2, ỹ4 and T rws1, T rws2, T rws4 are the entries
of w´1Y w´T and wTTw respectively. The rest of the proof works exactly as in
Lemma 50 and 52.
By means of these explicit formulas, we can bound the Fourier coefficients ApT q
of Epf1, Zq and BpT q of ENpf2, Zq in the asymptotic formula of rpQ, T q. For this
purpose, we start with two preparatory lemmas:
Lemma 54. Let Kpv1, c, T rwsq be defined as in Lemma 52 with v21 | T rws1. Then,
Kpv1, Nc, T rwsq ! N
3




Moreover, for K̃pv1, c, T rwsq as in Lemma 52 with v21 | NT rws1 and N r :“ pv,N8q,
it holds that



























We decompose the first sum according to whether N | v2. If N | v2, we trivially













! cN1{2pN, T rws1v
´2




If N - T rws1v´21 or N - T rws4 the greatest common divisor above equals 1. If












vanishes unless N | T rws2. Thus, if one of the entries of 2T rws is not divisible by
N , we save a factor of N 12 compared to trivial estimation.
Let v1 “ nrṽ1 with pN, ṽ1q “ 1. It follows that N2r´1 | T rws1. We decompose
the v2 sum into a term of modulus N r and one of ṽ1c. We estimate the latter sum
















The first term cancels. The Ramanujan sum equals
µ
´ N r






¯ ď pN r, T rws2q.





P S be Minkowski-reduced and r ě 1. Then,
ÿ
pw1,w3q“1,w3ě1



























To estimate the latter term we set t “ t4
t1











































i with a1 ď . . . ď a2k we set a “ a2ka2k´1 and
ã “ a1a2. Otherwise, we set a “ ã “ pdetQq
1
k . As a consequence of Lemma 52,
53, 54 and 55, we obtain the following bound for the Fourier coefficients of the
Klingen-Eisenstein series:




Then, it holds for the Fourier coefficients ApT q of Epf1, Zq that















detQ pN, detT qδN |minT
















































. For the Fourier coefficients
BpT q of ENpf2, Zq, we have that



































Proof. We apply the formula of Lemma 52 and decompose ApT q “ AcpT q`AvpT q
according to whether N | c or N | v1 and N - c. For the former term we have by
Lemma 52 that
























|Kpv1, Nc, T rwsq|.
Recall that apnq denote the Fourier coefficients of f1pzq “ θpQ, zq´θpgenQ, zq and
T rws “ wtTw. By Lemma 54, we have that Kpv1, Nc, T rwsq ! N
3
2 pN, T rwsq
1
2 c2v1.
For the Fourier coefficients, we apply Cauchy-Schwarz and the Petersson formula,
















































is Minkowski-reduced, which means that t1 “ minT, t2 ď t1 and t1t4 — detT . If
w3 “ 0 this implies that w1 “ 1 and thus, wTTw “ T . We infer that








































































For the w1, w3 sum, we recall that T rws1 “ w21t1`w1w3t2`w23t4 and apply Lemma





! pdetT q´ r2 .
Furthermore, we trivially estimate pN, T rwsq ď N and pN, T rws1q ď N .
To treat AvpT q we proceed similarly. In this case, we need to estimate the
Fourier coefficients of








































For simplicity, we estimated pT rws1
v21N
, Nq1{4 ď N1{4. Furthermore, by Lemma 54 it
holds that KpNv1, c, T rwsq ď pN, T rws2qv1c2. For T P R2, i.e. Minkowski-reduced,
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we infer


































































Note that N | t1 implies that pN, t2q “ pN, detT q. As last step, we apply Lemma
55 to evaluate the w1, w3 sum.
To estimate BpT q we use the formula from Lemma 53. We substitute d by Nd













1 ` T rws2v2v
´1
1 ` T rws4d
c
˙
trivially by c2v1. Recall that f2pzq “ N
k
detQpθpNQ
´1, zq ´ θpgenNQ´1, zqq. Hence,
N´k{2f2|rηs “ pdetQq´
1
2 pθpQ, zq ´ θpgenQ, zqq.
Proceeding similarly to the case of AcpT q we obtain for T P R2 that



































































By applying Lemma 55 the claim follows.
It remains to estimate the contribution of Klingen-Eisenstein series to the inner
product. Therefore, we treat each coset class from Lemma 36 separately. We start


















The treatment of the Rp3q class is already more complex. We use the fol-
lowing trick, to obtain bounds for the Fourier coefficients of Epf1, Zq|rJ4s and
ENpf2, Zq|rJ4s:











































where A3pT q, B3pT q are the Fourier coefficients of N´kENpf1, Zq and N´kEpf2, Zq
respectively. By applying Theorem 56 we obtain the bounds
A3pT q ! pdetT qk´
3












B3pT q ! ppdetT qk´
3
2 pminT q 1´k2
a
















By Lemma 38 and assuming that T P R2 it follows that the contribution in the


















The negative power of t1 “ minT saves us only one power in N . The estimate
above is sufficient in order to prove Theorem 6 as it is smaller than the bound for
the theta series in the Rp2q case. Nonetheless, we take a closer look to obtain a
slightly better bound. This might prove useful in the future, when there is a better
treatment available for the theta series.

















Proof. We proceed similarly as in the proof of Theorem 56. For the Fourier coef-
ficients apnq of θpNQ´1, zq ´ θpgenNQ´1, zq we have two options, we can apply

























































where T rws1 “ w21t1`w1w3t2`w23t4. We assume that T P R2 so that t1 “ minT . If
we apply the second estimate for all w1, w3 these sums do not converge anymore.
Hence, we apply it only for w3 “ 0 (which implies t1 “ minT ) and the first
estimate in all other cases:





































































































4 . In the case of N | v1
we save a considerable power in N by N | t1 as illustrated by the second line in
the bound of A2pT q. The claim follows now by inserting the bounds in the formula
above.
Finally, we address the representatives in Rp1q and Rp2q. To this end, we use











Then, for T ą 0 it holds that
















































where X P PpZ{NZq, µ2, µ4 P NZ, σ, v, w, L as in Lemma 48 and 44 (with
N1 “ N2 “ N). We denote the entries of w´1Y w´T and T rws by ỹ1, ỹ2, ỹ4 and
T rws1, T rws2, T rws4.
We treat the different cases of Lemma 48 separately. We start with case pdq
since this is the only case with N | c1. This implies that L “ I4 and we put
f1pzq “ apnqepnzq. The further conditions of this case are N | w1 and N | d. We















































ˆ ep´nppv1px2 ` iỹ2q ´ c
´1v2q
2
px4 ` iỹ4 ` c
´1dq´1qqdx2 dx4.
We substitute x2 by Nx2 and x4 by Nx4. Proceeding as in Lemma 50 we obtain



































2 ´ T rws2v2v
´1
1 ` T rws4d
Nc
˙
where Ck is given by (95). Note that N | T rw1s “ w21t1 ` w1w3t2 ` w23t4 implies













more, we estimate the d sum by c, the v1 sum by Ncv1 and pT rws1q1´k ď N1´k.




























where bpnq denote the Fourier coefficients of N´ k2 f |rηspzq “
ř
n bpnqepnzq and d1
is the lower right entry of ωpLq. We compute the integral in the same way as










which implies that n “ T rws1
v21
and thus, v21 | T rws1. Apart from that, everything
works completely analogously and as before, we obtain a factor of size N´k from
the term pNx4 ` ỹ4 ` c´1dq´k. Consequently, the contribution is given by




































2 ´ T rws2v2v
´1










with the respective congruence conditions of each case paq, pbq, pcq. To estimate
the Fourier coefficients bpnq we apply the Petersson formula and







































Then, for T ą 0, it holds that














Proof. We apply the following trick:






















































P S and X P PpZ{NZq. This expression can be
estimated exactly as in the previous lemma. The only difference is that we need to
consider f2 and T̃ instead of f1 and T . The latter does not impact our estimates
as det T̃ “ detT and we apply the same trivial bound for T̃ rws1´k1 as we did for
pT rws1q
1´k, that is T̃ rws1 ě pN2, T̃ rws1q.
Recall that f2pzq “ N
k
detQpθpNQ













































































Then, we have for T ą 0 that



























































where X P PpZ{NZq, µ2, µ4 P NZ, σ, v, w, L as in Lemma 48 and 44 (with N1 “
N2 “ N).
As above, we treat the different cases of Lemma 48 separately. We start with
case phq since this is the only case with N | c1. This implies that L “ I4 and we
put f1pzq “ apnqepnzq. The further conditions of this case are N | w3 and N | d.
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We compute the contribution as in Lemma 58 which gives



































2 ´ T rws2v2v
´1




Note that N | T rw1s “ w21t1 ` w1w3t2 ` w23t4 directly implies that N | t1. Again,
we estimate pT rws1q1´k ď N1´k.















This is the main error term. The other cases work exactly as before and we get
for pfq, pgq and phq the same error terms as in Lemma 58 for the cases paq, pbq and
pcq respectively.
For B1pT q we apply that































and X P PpR{NZq. The rest works exactly as above,
bearing in mind that f2pzq “ N
k
detQpθpNQ
´1, zq ´ θpgenNQ´1, zqq.
By Lemma 39 the Klingen-Eisenstein series contribution to xG,Gy for the Rp1q













































4.3.4 Bounds for Fourier coefficients of theta series
The aim of this section is to estimate the contribution of theta and genus theta
series to the inner product of GpZq “ θpQ,Zq´θpgenQ,Zq´Epf1, Zq´ENpf2, Zq.
As done in the case of Klingen-Eisenstein series we treat the coset classes Rp0q,
Rp1q, Rp2q and Rp3q from Lemma 36 one by one. To this end, recall that
rpQ, T q “ #
"





















with the additional requirement that t1 “ xT1Qy1 “ xT2Qy2. This already deter-
mines t2 and by dropping xT1Qy1 “ xT2Qy2 we obtain for l P R that
ÿ
t1,t2,t4ďl






By definition, the very same result holds for rpgenQ, T q. It follows by Lemma 22,
37, and (61) that the contribution of theta and genus theta series in the Rp0q case
is bounded by a constant.
Next, we address the Rp3q class. By the transformation formula it holds that
θpQ,Zq|rJ4s “ pdetQq´1θpQ´1, Zq.











According to Lemma 38 we need to estimate
ÿ
t1,t2,t4!N1`ε
rpNQ´1, T q2 ` rpgenNQ´1, T q2
pdetQq2 .
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As rpQ, T q “ rpQ,UTTUq for U P GL2pZq, we may assume that T P R2. This
simplifies the evaluation of rpNQ´1, T q2 since t1t4 — detT , but comes at the cost
that t4 ! detTt1 which implies for small t1 “ minT that t4 might get as large as
N2`ε. The following result balances these two effects:
Lemma 61. Let Q be positive definite 2k ˆ 2k matrix and 0 ă T P SpZq and
α P r1, 2s. Then,
ÿ
t1,t2,t4ďN
prpNQ´1, T q ` rpgenNQ´1, T qq2














Proof. We make a case distinction according to the size of detT . If detT ď Nα



















The largest term comes from the case when t1 “ minT is small and t4 is large. By










1` . . .` N








1`N pα´2qk`1`α2 pdetQq1´ 12k
¯
N ε.
For the remaining matrices, we use (100), detT ě Nα and Lemma 22 which gives














2 qp1` pdetQq2´ 1k qN ε.




































We match the second and third error term roughly by setting
α “
4k ´ pi` 2q ` i2k
2k ´ 1
where i is given by N2k´i “ detQ. Thus, these two terms are bounded by N 3`i2 .









As before, we treat the representatives of Rp1q and Rp2q simultaneously. For
this purpose, we introduce the following transformation formula:






























with |βpx1, x2, Qq| “ pdetQq´1{2.
































. By the transformation
formula of the theta series, we get






















where θpA,BqpQ,Zq is the generalized theta series from Section 4.1.2. By its trans-
formation formula, (78), we conclude























TQ´1V S ` 2V TQ´1Xq
¯
.
where the V sum runs over V PM2k,2pZq{QM2k,2pZq. Hence, we obtain that














TQ´1V S ` 2V TQ´1Xq
¯
.






































By the orthogonality relation, the last sum vanishes unless x2 ” 0 pmodQZ2kq and
is of size detQ in this case. For the v1 sum we apply the bound for symplectic











for a fourth root of unity ζ. This gives the first statement.






































Similarly, the last sum vanishes unless x1 ” 0 pmodQZ2kq and we apply the pre-










with t2, t4 ” 0 pmodNq, then, we have by the result above that
|R1pT q| “ pdetQq´
1
2 #tx1, x2 P Z2k | t1 “ xT1NQ´1x1, t2 “ NxT1 x2, t4 “ NxT2Qx2u.
Again, we count solutions x1, y1 and x2, y2 such that t1 “ xT1NQ´1x1 “ yT1 NQ´1y1
and t4 “ NxT2Qx2 “ NyT2 Qy2. This automatically determines t2 and we drop the

































For the last step, we trivially estimate pt1t4 ´Npt2{2q2 ě 1 and apply Lemam 22
for the t1-sum. The estimation of the genus theta series works similarly and by
(61) we obtain a contribution of size Nk´ 32`ε.




























with 0 ď u ď N ´ 1. The main obstacle lies
in the fact that we need to estimate the Fourier coefficients at UTUT . Since








and u ą 0 the growth and congruence conditions for T transform into
t̃1 ! u
2N1`ε, t̃2 ! uN
1`ε and N | t̃1 ` ut̃2, N | t2 ` ut4.
A way out is to bound R2pT q by a Fourier coefficient that satisfies ApT q “
ApUTTUq for U P SL2pZq. This way, we can assume that T is Minkowski-reduced.








































To estimate rpNQ´1, t1q2 and rpNQ´1, t4q2 we apply (65) which gives
rpNQ´1, tq2 !
´





Again, the largest contribution comes from the case when t1 is small and t4 — N2`ε.
















The bounds for the genus theta series are significantly stronger and by proceeding
as above and applying (61), we obtain a contribution of size detQ for the genus
theta series in the Rp2q case.
As a consequence, we obtain:
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Let gpT q, g1pT q, g2pT q, g3pT q denote the Fourier coefficients ofG, G|rι1pJqs, Grι2pJqs































. We bound the Fourier coefficients by
|gpT q|2 ! |ApT q|2 ` |BpT q|2 ` rpQ, T q2 ` rpgenQ, T q2
where ApT q, BpT q are the Fourier coefficients of Epf1, Zq and ENpf2, Zq. This
gives a bound of size (96) for the first term in display (105). Analogously, we
bound |g1pT q|2,|g2pT q|2,|g3pT q|2. The resulting bound for the contribution of Rp1q
is given in (98) and (102), of Rp2q in (99) and (104) and of Rp3q in (97) and (101)
The bound induced by the theta series in the Rp2q case dominates all other error
terms.
There is certainly still room for improvement. For Klingen-Eisenstein series the
main obstacle is to transform the negative power in minT into a considerable
saving with respect to N . For the theta series, we run into difficulties when
estimating Fourier coefficients for which both, t1 and t4 are large but detT is
small. A way to address this issue is to assume that T is Minkowski-reduced. The
downside is, however, that growth and congruence conditions for the entries of T
are altered.










As a consequence of Theorem (56) and the display above, we obtain rpQ, T q “
rpgenQ, T q ` EpQ, T q with
































































































Together with Corollary 35, this gives the following result:
Theorem 64. Let k ě 6 be even. Consider a positive, integral 2kˆ2k matrix Q
of large prime level N such that detQ is a square. A binary quadratic form T ą 0




















Remark. If detQ ď Nk´ 12 only the first term in each condition is relevant. For












If pN,minT q “ 1, the exponent in the lower bound of minT improves to 1
k´1
instead of 22k´3 .
4.4 Extensions
We discuss two ways to extend the results in Theorem 6. The aim of the main
part is the treatment of the squarefree level case. In the second part we discuss
how to drop the requirement in Theorem 6 that the determinant is a square.
This involves the estimation of Eisenstein series and cusp forms transforming with
respect to quadratic characters.
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4.4.1 Squarefree level
We explain how to extend the results for Klingen-Eisenstein series and Siegel theta
series to squarefree level. We state the necessary theoretical framework but keep
the proofs very short. The structure follows the prime level case.
To start, we recall the setting of Section 4.1. For squarefree level we stated the
following basis of the Klingen-Eisenstein space:





where l | N, f P SkpNq, and γl satisfies




We let γ1plq denote the corresponding element in SL2pZq, i.e., γ1plq ” J pmod lq














By [9, p. 127] we have for l | N,m | N, d “ pl,mq, l “ l̃d,m “ m̃d that













for a cusp form GpZq. An application of the Siegel Φ-operator yields that flpzq is
given by ΦlpθpQ, ˚q ´ θpgenQ, ˚qqpzq, where








The computation of fl proves to be more challenging than in the prime level
case. To this end, we recall the results for the one-dimensional theta series. By















where pV TQ´1V Dlq´1 is an integer matrix of determinant pdetQ, l2kq and level
l. Furthermore, |αpx,Q, lq| “ 1 and Dl is a diagonal matrix of determinant
pdetQ, pN{lq2kq.11 From now on, we fix V such that V TQVD´1m is an integral
matrix of level m for all m | N .
We establish a similar transformation formula for the theta series of degree two:






αpX,Q, lqeptrpXTDlpV TQV q´1DlXZqq
where |αpx,Q, lq| “ 1 and Dl and V satisfy the same properties as above. Further-
more, we have that













a 0 ˚ 0
0 a 0 ˚
c 0 d 0














































where ω P t˘1u. This reduces the problem to the one-dimensional case which we
already computed in Lemma 23.
11Note that this part uses a slightly different notation compared to Lemma 23. The lower left entry c
of γ1plq satisfies pc,Nq “ Nl . This means pV
TQV q´1Dl corresponds to QN{l in Lemma 23
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αpX,Q, lqeptrpXTDlpV TQV q´1DlXZqq (107)































Since pc,Nq “ N
l








































Note that both ξ and ω “ p´1qk are independent of x1. Furthermore, the term ζ
in Lemma 23 equals ik and hence, also does not depend on x1. The second claim
now follows by comparing the term above with the display below (66).
By (106) it holds that















pθpQ, zq|rκ1plqs ´ θpgenQ, zq|rκ1plqsq.
To bound the Fourier coefficients of Elpfl, Zq, we need to bound the inner product













Note that detSl “ l2k pdetQ,pN{lq
2kq2
detQ . To apply Lemma 24 we need to compute
pdetSl, Nkq.
To hold notation simple, we assume for the rest of this section that pdetQ,Nkq “
detQ. The remaining cases can be treated in a similar manner. With this assump-












For m ą 1 we estimate the Petersson inner product as follows:
































pθpS, zq ´ θpgenS, zqq









and Lemma 24, the claim follows.
We continue as in Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. First, we determine a decomposition
of Ml “ tM P P pNqzΓ0pNqγl | λpMq ‰ p0, 0, ˚, ˚qu:























































with d1 ” av2cv3lr pmod sq.

















and to determine congruence conditions such that all elements in the decomposi-
tion above are contained in Γp2q0 pNq. As N is squarefree, we may split N “ lm
and consider these cases separately.










we follow the argument in Lemma 46 which yields that cv ” 0 pmodmq.
We decompose m “ rs such that c ” 0 pmod rq, c ı 0 pmod sq and v1 ” 0 pmod sq.
Furthermore, we have by Lemma 46 that






where d1 ” ´av22c pmod sq. The choice above for L satisfies all three congruences.
Next, we determine the Fourier coefficientsAlpT q of Elpfl, Zq “
ř
T AlpT qeptrTZq.
To this end, we proceed as in Section 4.3.3:
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Corollary 68. It holds that














































where apnq are the Fourier coefficients of plsq´ k2 fl|rκ1plsqs “
ř
ně1 apnqepnzq
Note that we already substituted v1 by sv1, c by rc, d by ld and v2 by lv2 in the
formula above.
Proof. We apply the decomposition from Lemma 67 and follow the line of argument






















vanishes unless n “ T rws1s
v21
.
As a consequence, we obtain the following bound:
Theorem 69. For the coefficients AlpT q of Elpf, Zq we have
AlpT q ! pdetT qk´
3



































































Proof. We apply Corollary 68 and proceed as in Theorem 56. By the Petersson

















































Recall that ap1q “ a where a is defined as as the product of the two largest
coefficients if Q is diagonal and as pdetQq 1k otherwise. To obtain an asymptotic
formula for rpQ, T q, we need to bound
ř
l|N AlpT q.
Corollary 70. Let AlpT q denote the Fourier coefficients of Elpfl, Zq. Then,
ÿ
l|N
AlpT q ! pdetT qk´
3










































Every prime divisor ofN divides either l, r or s. The expression above is maximized
when l “ N .12
As in the prime case, we observe that the largest contribution derives from the
Eisenstein series ENpfN , Zq as long as the determinant is not very large compared
to the level.
It remains to evaluate the Petersson inner product of




For this purpose, we state the following set of representatives:
Lemma 71. A set of right coset representatives of Γp2q0 pNqz Sp4pZq for squarefree
































α “ pN{mqα1 with 0 ď α1 ă m,
κ “ pN{dqκ1 with 0 ď κ ă d,
β1 “ pNd{sqβ
1
1 with 0 ď β11 ă sd
β2 “ pN{sqβ
1









12Without the assumption pdetQ,Nkq “ detQ it makes sense to include the congruence conditions in
the cases p | s and p | r. Therefore, we need to treat the two terms in Theorem 69 separately.
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Proof. For general N a set of representatives is given in [36, Korollar 2.12]. Our
set of representatives is similarly constructed as [36, Beispiel 2.14].





































s̃ | t1, s̃m̃ | t2, m̃ | t4.
We insert the Fourier expansion into the integral term above and follow the chain



















As before, we treat the contribution of Klingen-Eisenstein and theta series sep-
arately. For the latter, the following transformation formula is useful:









TQV q´1Dmx1 ` x
T
1DmpV




where |αpX,Q, l,mq| “ 1 and Dm, Ds and V are defined as before.
Proof. If both r, s ‰ 1, the proof works exactly as in Lemma 65. For m “ 1
or s “ 1 we need to follow another approach as the lower left block matrix of












































and apply Lemma 22. As a consequence, the display above is bounded by N2k´1?
a














For the genus theta series we apply (61) and proceed similarly. This gives a bound
of size N ε detQ.
Next, we treat the Klingen-Eisenstein series. For this purpose, let l,m, s denote









To this end, we commence by decomposing M P P pNqΓp2q0 pNqι1pγ1prqqι2pγ1psqq.


















is in Γp2q0 pNq if and only if these conditions holds. Then, we apply the machinery
from Section 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. The first step is to decompose
rl,m, ss “ l̃m̃s̃dd1d2d3
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Furthermore, we set r :“ N
rl,m,ss
. We determine the congruence conditions for each
factor separately. The following display illustrates how these cases are connected
to our previous analysis of prime level:
Rp0q case :
#
modulo r ÝÑ Epf1, Zq,
modulo l̃ ÝÑ ENpf2, Zq,
Rp1q case :
#
modulo m̃ ÝÑ Epf1, Zq|rι1pJqs,
modulo d1 ÝÑ ENpf2, Zqrι1pJqs,
Rp2q case :
#
modulo s̃ ÝÑ Epf1, Zq|rι2pJqs,
modulo d2 ÝÑ ENpf2, Zqrι2pJqs,
Rp3q case :
#
modulo d3 ÝÑ Epf1, Zq|rJ4s,
modulo d ÝÑ ENpf2, ZqrJ4s.
Accordingly, we get the following congruence conditions:
p | rd Ñ p | c or p | v1,
p | l̃d3 Ñ p | v2 and p | d,
p | m̃d2 Ñ case paq, pbq, pcq or pdqmodulo p in Lemma 48,
p | d1s̃ Ñ case peq, pfq, pgq or phqmodulo p in Lemma 48.
Following the line of arguments in Section 4.3.4, we obtain the largest contribu-
tion modulo rd3 if rd3 | c. Furthermore, modulo m̃d2, case pdq contributes the
most while modulo d1s̃ the largest error term is due to case phq. For the sake of
simplicity, we only compute the contribution of this main error term. In this case,
the following two congruences hold:
c1 ” 0 pmod rdm̃d2d1s̃q c1 ı 0 pmod l̃d3q.
































Proceeding as in Section 4.3.4 we infer that Al,r,spT q is bounded by





































































































In the last step, we use that the T sum runs over d3d33s̃dm̃d1N ε elements and we
save one power in d and d3 by assuming that T P R2 and making use of the negative
power of minT . To obtain the contribution of all Klingen-Eisenstein series we let
l, r, s vary over all divisors of N . As apNq “ N2
ã












The largest error terms occur in the cases N | d and N | d3 which correspond
to the Rp3q case in Section 4.3.4. Basically, we obtain the same results as in the
prime case, the only difference is that we applied a more elaborate technique in
the proof of Lemma 57.
Altogether, we obtain:








Similar to the case of prime level, the main error term is due to contribution
of the theta series in the Rp2q case. In combination with Lemma 33 and 34, we
obtain the following representation result for squarefree level:
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Theorem 74. Let m ě 12 with 4 | m. Consider a positive, integral mˆm matrix
Q of squarefree level N such that detQ is a square and pdetQ,Nkq “ detQ. For
m “ 12 we additionally assume that 25 - detQ. A binary quadratic form 2T ą 0
is represented by Q provided that 12X
TQX “ T is soluble over the p-adic integers


































In order to drop the condition that detQ is a square in Theorem 6 and 74, we
need to estimate Klingen-Eisenstein series and Siegel cusp forms that transform
with respect to quadratic characters.
We start with the former. Consider a divisor l of the squarefree level N . For
f P SkpN,χq we define











and d4 P t˘1u. The twisted Klingen-Eisenstein series can be computed as in
Section 4.3.3. The only difference is that the exponential sum in Lemma 52 is
twisted by χpdq in the case N | c and by







if N - c,N | v1. Furthermore, the term in Lemma 53 is twisted by χp´v21cq in .
If χ is quadratic, then the results of Theorem 56 also apply for Epf, Z, χq and
ENpf, Z, χq with the only difference that we have N instead of pN, detT q. In the
case of N | c we use that Kloosterman sums twisted by a quadratic character still














In the caseN | v1 we estimate the exponential sum byN
3
2 instead ofN 12 pN, T rws2q.
This bound is still sufficient for bounds as in Theorem 6. For ENpf, Zq the twist
does not depend on v2 or d.
Every Siegel cusp form transforming with respect to a character χ of Γp2q0 pNq





The Fourier coefficients of PQpZ, χq can be evaluated by the Kitaoka-Petersson
formula. To this end, one follows the steps of proof in [15] bearing in mind the
additional character. This way, [15, Theorem 1.3] can be extended to Siegel cusp
form transforming with respect to (quadratic) characters. The author plans to
work this out in detail during his time at the University of Bonn.
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